
-----LAWRENCE SKLAR-----

Facts, Conventions, and Assumptions zn the 

Theory of Space Time 

I. Introduction 

Given a physical theory, there are always those who will try to for
malize it. At a minimum this entails an attempt to present the theory 
informally in terms of a number of basic propositions about the world from 
which all the consequences of the theory in question can be derived 
informally. At a maximum such an undertaking involves an exact and 
rigorous presentation .of these fundamen tal propositions in some formal 
language (fi rst order quantification theory or set th eory, say) , with the 
implicit claim that all the consequences of the original theory could, if 
they themselves were suitably "formalized," be derived formally from 
these rigorous fundamental propositions by the mere application of th e 
formally specified rules of the logic in question . 

Clearly such "axiomatization" can be a useful (or even crucial) c.'Ompo
nent of ongoing science or the philosophy of science. Axiomatization need 
not be merely a more or less careful display of some degree of technical 
ingenuity applied to no apparent purpose , even if that is what it fre
quently turns out to be. But just how axiomatization can be applied to 
scientific or philosophic purpose is not always completely clear from tht • 
axiomatizations themselves. The scope and limits of formalization as au 
aid to science, and especially to philosophy, are the subject of this pap<''" 
But I shall treat these general questions within th e limited contex t of 
some formalizations of the theory of space-time, since th ese partic11l11r 
cases provide highly illuminating examples of the gene ral iss11<·s. 
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II . Formalizations and Their Differences 

All standard axiomatizations have some familiar components. First of all 
there is the accepted logical fram ework, which may be restricted to 
"purely logical" terms or may encompass a vocabulary of mathematics that 
is in general taken for granted. Then there are the primitive descriptive 
terms of the theory in question. They are just "givens," and although they 
may be "explicated" informally outside of the formalization, nothing 
within the formal presentation pretends to "define" them or othe1wise 
specify their "meaning." There are the axioms, statements accepted as 
trne and containing in their vocabulary only the "logical" and primitive 
descriptive terms-at least initially. 

Next there are the definitions, and over th eir status much philosophical 
debate can rage. In the definitions we have , standardly, new descriptive 
terms introduced on one side of an equation or equivalence, and phrases 
involving only the primitive vocabulary or previously defined terms on 
the other side. Not all equations can serve as definitions . They must meet 
the conditions of eliminability and noncreativity . If a definition is legiti
mate, one must be able to replace the defined term in whatever context it 
appears in further on in the formalization by some expression using prim
tive terms alone. The theory that results when the definition is included 
must not contain any consequences phrasable in terms of the primitive 
vocabulary alone that would not be consequences were th e definition 
eliminated and the defined term replaced everywhere by its defining 
expression.' 

Let us note some important ways in which formalizations may differ 
from one another: 

(1) Two formalizations may have all the same consequences, but differ 
in that one and the same term appears as a primitive in one formalization 
and as a defined term in the other. Naturally this will force the formaliza-
1 ions to differ also in which consequences they count as definitions and 
which as postulates. 

What we count as a primitive term and what as defined are in some 
s"11se not "inte rnal" to the formalization but imposed upon it by us . That 
is , this differen tial athihution of status to te rms is not forced upon us in 
n11y way by th e consequences of the formalization. Let us call formaliza-
1 i1111s that differ on ly i11 rq(a rd to which tc>nns are considered primitive 
n11d which defined, formalizations diffcrinl-( nwrdy in th e status attrib-
11/1·rl lo /t'/11/S . 
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(2) Two formalizations may agree as to which te rms are primitive and 
which defined. And they may agree in that the consequences of each 
framabl e in primitive te rms alone are the same. Yet they may still differ in 
at leas t one consequence which is phrased using a defined term. Let us 
say that such formalizations differ merely in definitional consequence. 

(3) Suppose two formalizations differ in what they both agree to be a 
consequence framable in primitive terms. Then, as we shall see, all par
ti es are likely to agree that the formalizations are based on different 
the01ies. But suppose two formalizations differ in some consequence . And 
suppose one formalization so categorizes terms as primitive and defined 
that it declares the differences to be only in definitional consequence. 
Suppose furth er th at the other formalization declares some of the dif
fe rential consequences to be framable in primitive terms only, given its 
classifi cation of terms as primitive or defined . Let us call formalizations 
that differ in this way, formalizations differing only in one-way definitional 
consequence. 

(4) Two fo rmalizations may agree as to which terms are primitive and 
which defi ned; and they may have exactly the same consequences. But 
one formalization may declare, "in the margin," some of these conse
quences to be definitions that the other calls postulates or ax ioms, and 
vice ve rsa. Let us say that two such formalizations differ only in the 
attribution of definitional status to consequences . 

The relevance and importance of these distinctions will become clear as 
we proceed. I shall be concerned primari ly with two fundamental ques
tions: 

(1) Given two formalizations that differ in one of th e ways noted above, 
what good scientifi c and/or philosophical grounds could there be for pre
ferring one such formalization to another? 

2) What are the scientific and/or phi losophical consequences of opting 
for one such formalization ove r an alternative that diffe rs from it in one of 
the ways noted above? 

III . Formalizations and Minkowski Space-time 

A. Robb 's Formalization' of Minkowski Space-time 

Instead of continuing the discussion at this abstract leve l, let us du
scend to a concrete case . I shall start with Robb 's ingenious, elegant . anrl 
under-appreciated ax iomati zation of Minkowsk i spac1·-li1111 -.' Mos l bf us 
would view this as a formalization of sp<'eia l n ·lali vi ly: 11111 silll'<' llnhh 
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preferred to contrast his theory with that of Einstein , let us keep the more 
neutral form above. In Robb's fo rmalism one takes as primitive a class of 
events and one primitive relation on them: a is afte r b. Intuitively a is 
after b if and only if it is possible to propagate a causal signal from b to a, 
and a and b are distinct events. Robb imposes twenty-one ax iomatic 
conditions on the 'after' re lation, suffi cient to guarantee that the structure 
of causal connectibility among events is that among events in four
dimensional Minkowski space-time. 

Robb then shows that it is possible to introduce defi nition s in terms of 
the 'after' relationship , that are sufficient to capture such 'well-known 
features of Minkowski space-time as timelike connectivity, null connectiv
ity, spacelike connectivity, etc. More surpri singly, he shows that one can 
offer definitions of ' is a tim elike ine rtial path ,' and 'is an interval con
gruent to a given inte1val,' even for spacelike intervals , such that the 
space-time structures so defin ed will again correspond in all their geomet
ri c features to the usual such structu res of Minkowski space- tim e. 

The temporal asymmetry of the 'afte r' re lationship seems irre levant to 
his main task, and indeed it can be shown that if one starts with the 
symmettic relationship corresponding to 'eithe r a is afte r b orb is after a ' 
then , following out a Robb-like constrnction, one can construct all thos~ 
fea tu res of Minkowski space-time that are themselves independent of a 
choice for the "direction of time ." 3 

Now Robb , being concerned only to construct a formalized theory of 
space-time, has little to say about the relationship between the obseivable 
behavior of mate1i al objects like clocks, rods , and free particles and the 
space-time structu res so constructed. He does tell us, however, that it is 
an empirical fact that light rays trave l null straight lines, as he constructs 
them, and I assume he would take it that in our full physics we would 
si mply add more axioms to tell us that atomic clocks measure tim e-like 
inte1vals re lative to a refe rence fram e, and rigid rods spacelike intervals 
re lative to a refe rence fram e; and that free particles travel timelike 
straight lines. These are totall y nondefinition al on his view. We shall 
discuss this in more detail shortly. 

11 . A Philosophical Th esis Drawn from Robb 's Formalization 

Let 11 s look al one asped of an answer to our second question above: 
Whal i111porla11I philosophical ' ""'s"quences can he drawn from opting for 
a g1v1·11 lorn1ali1.alio11 of a ll1< ·ory? Jolin Wi nni" has argued as follows: 
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Griinbaum and others have asserted that the metric structure of space
time is conventional since, even given the topology of space-time, no 
particular set of metric relations between the events is singled out as 
preferred. Therefore the choice of metric is, in some sense, arbitrary. 
Hence the metric of space-time is conventional. 4 

While Robb did not discuss the problem of formalizing the topology of 
space-time, it is clear that for Minkowski space-time, a fo rmalization is 
available that takes only the 'after' relationship between events as primi
tive, and in which we can fully define all the topological features of the 
space-time. This is certainly true in th e following sense: given the "after" 
relationship , and the Robbian axioms governing it, we can define what it 
means for an event to be in the interior of the forward (respectively 
backward) light cone of the event. Then we can take as the topology of the 
space-time the Alexandroff topology, i.e., the coarsest topology in which 
all such interiors of light cones are open . This will agree in all its struc
ture with the usual manifold topology on Minkowski space-time. 5 

But, Winnie continues, Robb has shown that the m ettic congruence 
structure of the space-time is deflnable by the 'after' relationship alone. 
The same basic relation defines simultaneously the topological and metric 
features of the space-time. Thus we cannot really flrst flx the topology and 
still have free choice as to the metric; hence the metric is not really 
conventional. If we opt for Robb's formalization we see that , at least in the 
context of Minkowski space-time, the metric of the space-time is not 
really a matter of "convention ." 

A full critique of this argument will reveal much that is of general 
philosophical importance. But rather than attack this thesis directly, I 
shall take a more circuitous route. I hope the reader will bear with me 
through a lengthy digression. 

C. General Relativistic Considerations 

In the flrst edition of Raum, Zeit , Materie Weyl suggested that we 
could, assuming space-time to be a four-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian 
manifold, completely map out the metric of the space-time in which we~ 
live by using light rays alone. The fact that the light cone strncture of the 
space-time is the structure of causal connectibi lity suggests that 'after' is a 
sufficient primitive on which to found the definitions of all the metric 
concepts we use to characterize the space-time. B11t , as Lorentz poi91«d 
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out to Weyl, and as Weyl noted in later editions of his book, this thesis is 
wrong. For any two nonisometric space-times that are conformally 
equivalent (i.e ., such that there is a one-to-one angle-preserving trans
formation from one to the other) will have th e same light cone structure. 

Weyl then pointed out that if we added to our body of observational 
data , so far consisting of the paths of light rays , the paths of free particles, 
and if we assumed these free particles traveled timelike geodesics in the 
space-time, then we could indeed fully determine the metric. For if there 
is a one-to-one mapping from one space-time to another that preserves the 
paths of material particles (i.e., the timelike geodesics), then the space
times are isometric, at least up to a constant factor. 6• 7 

Robb's results on the definability of the metric by causal connectibility 
in Minkowski space-time, and those that te ll us that the metric is most 
certainly not uniquely fixed by the causal structure in Riemannian space
times, are, of course, completely compatible with each other. Suppose we 
know that space-time is Minkowskian . Robb has shown us that we can 
determine th e inte1val separation of any pair of points (relative to a given 
separation taken as unit) by means of light rays alone , light rays being 
taken to d emarcate the boundary of causally connectible sets of events. 
But if we know only that th e space-time is Riemannian, then the results 
noted above tell us that we could not even determine that the space was 
fl at (Minkowskian) using light rays alone, much less measure relative 
interval separations fully between all its pairs of points . 

To claiify this point furth er, we might reflect for a moment on an 
important result of Zeeman. He shows that if space-time is Minkowskian, 
any automorphism of the space-time onto itself that preserves, in both 
directions, all the causal connectibili ty relations and the time-orde ring of 
events that are causally connectible (i. e., if b is after a in Robb's sense, 
and ifJ is the mapping,f(b) is after f(a ); and if dis after c,J- 1 (d) is after 
./~ ' (c)) is a member of the group G, where G is the group generated by the 
orthochronous Lorentz group, translations , and dilations of the space
time. In other words , if the space-time is Minkowskian, "causality implies 
th e Lorentz group."" 

But Zee man most certainly does not show us that any mapping between 
two pse11do-Hi emannian space-times which is a one-to-one mapping and 
which presc1ves 'afte r' in both directions is such an ex tended Lorentz 
transli1n11atio11. I think this is parall('I to th" foet that , wh ile Hobb shows 
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us that in Minkowski space-time, the 'aft er' relation defines inerti al lines 
and both spatial and temporal congruence, he has certainly not shown us 
that we can tell which pseudo-Riemannian world we are in by using the 
data on 'after' relations alone . For, once again , even if Robb's axioms for 
'after' are satisfi ed , the space- time need not even be Minkowskian . 

Now if space-time is Riemannian, one of two possibilities holds: eithe r 
the causal connectibility (or 'after') struch1re obeys Robb's axioms or it 
does not. In general it does not. In fact, unless the space-time is confor
mally fl at , the causal stmch1fe of the space-tim e will not even be locally 
like that of Minkowski space-time at each point . 9 And even if the space
time is conformally fl at , i. e., locally conformal to Minkowski space-time, 
Robb's axioms still need not hold , for th ey are of a global nature; th ey will 
hold only if the space-time is conformal to Minkowski space-time in a 
global way. It is , in fact , the global natu re of Robb 's axioms that allows 
him to defin e the me tri c structure in terms of the causal when his ax ioms 
are sati sfi ed. F or, as Weyl showed , the local causal structure is in
sufficient to fi x the metri c even in the Minkowskian case. 10 

Now then , Robb's ax ioms may not hold. We allow this as a poss ibility, 
believing as we do in gene ral relativity and the refo re in the possibility 
that space-time is not globally conformal to Minkowski space-time. In
deed , when we look at the almost inevitably singular nature of cosmologi
cal solutions to the general relativisti c fi eld equations, it seems most 
probable that Robb's axioms do not hold. And if Robb's axioms fall , so 
does his program of definin g the congruence of the metric in terms of" 

causal connectibility. 
But suppose we did believe Robb's axioms hold. Should we accept 

his definitions of the metri c congm e nce in terms of the causal connectibil
ity relation? Two possibilities a1ise : (1) While we believe Robb's ax ioms 
hold , we believe special relativity in general does not. F rom the gene ral 
relativistic point of view this corresponds to a theory of" a space- tim e 
which, while globally conformal to Minkowski space-tim e, is not fla t. 
Empirically thi s is revealed to us by the fact that free particles do nol 
travel timelike straight lines as causally defined in Robb ; rip:id rods do nol 
measure Robbian spatial inte1v als; and atomic clocks do not 1neas11n· 
Robbian timelike inte rvals. (2) Not onl y do we be lieve Hohh"s axio111s 
hold , but we believe that th e special relati visti c pn·didio11 s aho11I l"n ·1· 
particles , rods, and clocks hold as w1·ll . 

FA CTS, CO NVENTIONS, AND ASSU MPTIONS 

IV . Som e Alte rnative Formalizations of Robbia n 
but non-Minkowskian Space-time 

A. The Max imal Robbian Formalization 

Robb 's ax ioms hold; but from the general relativistic point of view, the 
space-time is believed to be non-Minkowskian. What alternative fo rmali
zations could we choose? 

Option A: The maximal Robbian choice. 
Here we keep as close to the Robbian analysis as possible . His postu

lates for 'after' remain the same. And we hold to the same definitions. Of 
course we must now drop such assumptions as that free pa1ticles travel 
timelike straight lines, that rigid rods measure inte1vals, e tc. 

Now we have some warrant for taking this ap proach in th e history of the 
theo1y after all . In Newtonian space-time, for example, we neve r assumed 
that particles :!Cting onl y under the influe nce of gravitation followed 
space-time geodesics. Instead we took these geodesics to be straight lines 
and said that the trajectories of the particles were distorted from the 
geodesics by the gravitational f orce. Now, of course, given the assumption 
that rigid rods measure general relativisti c spacelike intervals and that 
clocks measured general relativisti c timelike inte1vals, we must allow 
these "forces" (or , better, potentials) to influence the behavior of material 
objects in the space- time in other ways as well . The gravitational force 
mus t become also a gravitational "stretching-shrinking" fi e ld. 

In thi s light it is interesting to see how Robb himself has responded to 
the introduction of general relativity. He worri es about how his space
ti me theory is going to fare in the light of general relativity in an appendix 
to his The Absolute Relations of Time and Space . His remarks the re are 
brief and enigmatic, but I think we can see that something like what we 
are proposing he re as Option A, but with differences, is going on. 

Robb says that although the re might be some reason for speaking of 
particl es as traveling geodesics in one of Einstein 's "complicated geome
tries," as a fa r,:on de pad e, " this does not imply any 'curvature of space.' " 
1 li s meaning is cl ear: space-tim e is still fl at , and timelike geodesics are 
s till s traight lines. Whil e free particl es can be viewed as travelling 
··gl'od1·s it:s"" i11 a .fictitious Hiemannian space-time, they do not really 
I ra v(' I as gl'od< ·s ics at all. 

Hol1h al so rc·aliz1·d thal in gt' nt' ral rl'la li v il~, l 'V<' ll li ght rays may fail to 
lrav t·I slrai ,1..d1t lin t· g<'odt·Sil'.'\ or c•v t · 11 lo sa li s f'~, lii s axio111 s. ll c rt' liis rt'pl y 
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is hard to comprehend. He seems to argue that there may be other causal 
influences that will obey his axioms even iflight paths do not. In particu
lar he thinks the propagation of gravitational influence might take the 
place of light in marking out the boundaries of sets of causally connectible 
events. Then, he says, we could still adopt his space-time theory, taking it 
as an empirical fact that gravitation selects the extremely causally connec
tible events , and allowing light, like free particles, to be influenced by the 
matter-fi eld so as to fail to follow the "real" geodesics of the space-time. 11 

But of course this will not do. If general relativity is correct, there can 
even be space-times in which ex tremely causally connectible events sim
ply do not meet Robb 's postulates, inasmuch as gravitational force in a 
vacuum propagates with the velocity of light whether under the influence 
of " real matter" or in an empty non-Minkowskian space- time. Robb 
should have faced the fact that in the light of general relativity, even his 
axioms for causal connectibility might break down , and with it his whole 
program for a theory of space-time. 

But our modest Robbianism is still worth examining. Once again, it 
states: if at least the Robbian axioms for causal connectibi lity hold up-
i. e., if the space-time is at leas t globally conformal to Minkowski space
time--we can re tain a formalization of our space-time theory that pre
serves Robb 's axioms and definitions, even for such things as timelike 
geodesics (inertial lines) and spatial and temporal congruences, and make 
our theory fit the facts by changing the pos tulates that connect the be
havior of free particles, rigid rods, and clocks with the space- time struc
ture. That is , we can introduce gravity as a "potential" supe1imposed on 
the space-time. 

B. A Formalization Differing in Definitional Consequence Only 

Option B: Choose a formalization that agrees with Robb's on the status 
of terms and on those consequences framable in only th e (mutually 
agreed) primitive terms; but that differs from Robb on the definitions 
offered, and on definitional consequence generally . What would thi s look 
like? First of all the formalization would take as primitive only those terms 
designated as primitive by Robb . And any proposition invol ving only th" 
piimitive terms would be a consequence of th e new forrnalizatio11 ii" and 
only if it were a consequence of Robb 's formalizat'io 11 . ll11t tl11 · forn1aliza
tion would differ from Rohb"s, for t>x ampl <'. hy d1.fi 11in ~ "ti1111"lik1 · gmd1 ·,i; i1." 
as 'path of a free material partid1· . ·And wl11 ·r<':tS i11 llohl1 "s li1rn1alizalill11 
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free particles would not trave l timelike geodesics, rigid rods would not 
measure spacelike inte1vals, and clocks would not measure timelike 
intervals , in this formalization the usual relativistic assumptions about 
the relationship between these mate rial objects and these space-time 
strnctures might hold. 

But the Robbians and the proponents of this new space-time theo1y 
might very well agree that their two formulations were formalizations of 
the same theory , although I do not know if Robb himself would have 
accepted this line . How would they argue? Perhaps as follows : "We agree 
about the primitive consequences of our formalizations. And the primitive 
consequences of a formulation contain the totality of its factual import. 
We choose to define some nonprimitive terms in different ways , but that 
is a free choice in any case, subject only to the formal conditions of proper 
definability. Having chosen these differing definitions, it is hardly surpiis
ing that we extract from our axioms apparently incompatible conse
quences in cases in which they are propositions containing defined terms. 
But this apparent incompatibility is only apparent. To think that there is 
real incompatibility is to fall prey to fallacies of equivocation induced by 
failure to pay proper attention to the diffe ring definitions we offer of the 
nonptimitive terms. Our formalizations , despite their differing linguistic 
appearance, really are just different ways of expressing one and the same 
theory." 

We noted above that what we called the maximal Robbian formalization 
had the "advantage" that in the case in which Robb's ax ioms we re satisfi ed 
but in which not all of special relativity was correct, this formalization 
made gravi ty play a role similar in some ways to its role as a force in 
Newtonian mechanics and in special relativity. The advocate of this new 
forma lization might argue like this about the earlier physics : " It is true 
that in pre-gene ral relativistic phys ics we treated gravitation as a force 
superimposed on the space-time. In my formalization , fach1ally and ob
serva tionally equi valent to Robb's though it is, we talk as if gravity really 
were cu1vature of space-time. This is a more natural way of talking than 
Hohb"s, for my way maintains the connection between rigid rods and 
spatial scparntions, and between clocks and temporal separations, which 
1·x ist<·d in tlw pre- re lativistic theory and which is prese rved both in the 
11 s11al for111ali zatio11s ol" special n ·lativity and in the usual formalizations of 
~1·1u · ral n ·lativit y. 

"'()f t 'lllll'S(' i11 111 y li1 n11aliza lio11 we• sp c·ak of parli<' l<'s a<'h ·d on onl y by 
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gravity as following curved timelike geodesics , and we speak of cmved 
space-time, even though we did not talk this way in the pre-general 
relativistic theory. But we must realize that that older way of talking was 
only a way of talking. For just as we have a choice between the 
Robbian-Mit~kowski space-time plus gravitational potential fields , and the 
curved space-time formalization , to formalize our present theory of 
space-time, which-in general relativistic te rms-is globally conformal to 
Minkowski space-time but not flat , we had the same options in pre
general relativistic physics. For example, as Trautman has shown, we can 
formalize Newtonian physics from the standpoint of curved space-time 
just as the maximal Robbian shows us we can formalize our present theory 
from the standpoin t of flat space-time. In the curved space-time formali
zation of Newtonian physics, the same natural association of rigid rods and 
clocks with the appropriate intervals is maintained. But we now talk of 
free particles- those acted upon only by gravity-as ' following the 
timelike geodesics of a curved spacetime.' 12 

"But we must note that in both these cases it is only a matter of how we 
talk , not what we belive. For in both cases the observational (factual) 
consequences of the alternative formalizations are the same. This follows 
from the fact that the formalizations agree on the primitive and defined 
status of terms and propositions and on primitive consequences , differing 
only on definitional consequence." 

Such a thinker might continue to defend a preference for his way of 
formalization as follows: "While both the maximal Robbian and my for
malization of this space-time theory are based on one and the same 
th eory, mine is superior to his in a number of ways, even though it differs 
from his merely in the definitions adopted for the (agreed) defined terms. 
The only advantage of the Robbian's formulation is that in his theory , as in 
the usual Newtonian theory, particles acted upon by gravity do not travel 
timelike geodesics, but instead are acted upon by forces. As I have just 
pointed out, this "continuity" with pre-general relativistic physics is not a 
critical point, for we could, if we wished, even reformulate Newton ian 
physics to meet the general relativistic way of talking, in which particl es 
acted upon only by gravity follow timelike geodesics in a c111ved spaec
time. 

"My way of speaking has other con tinuities, hoth with prt·-g<'1ll'ral 
relativistic physics and with general re lativity, wl1ieh the 111axi n1al Hyli 
bian's formulation lacks. Whik Nl'wtonian ph ysil's. s1wda l n·lativit y, 
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general relativity and my formulation all speak of rods and clocks as 
correctly measuring space-time inte1vals , the maximal Robbian drops this 
common way of speaking for the sole reason that this is the only way he 
can keep his Robbian definitions of congruence, etc. 

" My view is furth er shown to be preferable by the following reason: I 
believe Robb's axioms for causal connectibility hold. For they hold both in 
the maximal Robbian formalization and in mine. But I know about general 
relativity , so I realize my present theory may be wrong, so wrong that the 
Robbian axioms really do not hold. Should I discover this, I shall have to 
change my theory. Now the maximal Robbian will not only have to give 
up belief in the truth of his causal connectibility axioms, he will have to 
drop all his definitions of congruence, timelike geodesic, etc., as well , for 
the very formulation of these definitions depends upon the Robbian 
axioms holding. 

"I , on the other hand, shall , of course, have to drop my Robbian axioms 
of causal connectibility. But I shall be able to preserve my definitions of 
timelike geodesics and congruence intact , for they do not dep end , in my 
formalization, on the Robbian axioms, and they correspond exactly to the 
usual general relativistic definitions of these space- time terms, definitions 
which are adequate even when the space-time is not globally conformal to 
Minkowski space-time. My formalization , then, whi le admittedly differ
ing only definitionally from the maximal Robbian's, is more continuous in 
its way of talking-both with pre-general relativistic physics and with 
general relativity in their usual formu lations-than is the maximal Rob
bian's way of speaking. Thus one should opt for my formulation. " Here 
the reade r will undoubtedly recall the familiar thesis of Eddington, 
Sch lick, and Reichenbach: as long as two formalizations have all the same 
"obse1vational consequences," they are the formalizations of one and the 
same theory , diffe ring only in linguistic formu lation. 13 

At this point several crucial issues about definition in formalizations 
have finall y surfaced, and we must now make an initial assault upon them. 
The reader shou ld be assured that our tentative probes here will hardly be 
1 Ii" last moves we shall make on these issues , for we are now about to 
dise11ss l'unda11wntal problems which will appear again and again as we 
.. xa111i1lt' partil'1ilar 1'11r1nali1.alions 111' particular theories, the ir similarities 
:111d dilli·ri·n<'t 'S, till' n·asons li1r and agains t adopting th em, and the con
s1·q11t·1u·c·s of doing so. 

111 !l1t · r:dio11:dizalio11 g; ivc· 11 al,nv1· 1(11· dai111i11g ll1al tl1t · two l(>n11ali:1.a-
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tions were based on the same theory, a fundame ntal proposition was 
assumed : identity of primitive consequences constitutes identity of obser
vational and of factual consequences . But why should anyone assume this? 
I think the answer is clear: in both formalizations the choice of primitive 
or of defined status fo r a te rm , and the resulting classification of conse
quences of the formalizations into primitive and definitional, were de
signed to relegate the totality of observa tional and fachial consequences 
of the formalizations-these two classes being assumed to be coextensive
to the class of primitive consequences. 

First of all , the argument assumes th at a consequence of a theory 
cannot be factual unless it is, at leas t in principle, obse1vably eithe r the 
case or not the case . We accept that a theory cannot entail any putative 
"facts" unless they are putative ohse1vable facts; for , in the best ve r
ifi cationist vein , we accept that a "factual" difference with no observable 
consequence is only an apparent fac tual diffe rence. Second, the argument 
assumes that the classifica tion of te rms and p ropositions into p1imitive 
and defin ed is not an arbitrary classifi cation , but one designed to mark out 
in the margins of the formalization those parts of its contents that are 
accesss ible to e mpirical test and those that are open to "arbitrary" linguis
ti c choice . 

What should count as a primitive term in a formalization? The frequent 
answer is that primitive terms should be only those whose applicability or 
nonapplicability to a sihiation can be determined without in any way 
presupposing the truth of the theory in question. After all , th e fundamen
tal ax ioms of the formalization are to be presented as framed in the p rimi
ti ve terms only. And it is the empirical tes t of the correctness of these 
axioms that will tell us whe ther or not the theory so formalized is correct. 
But if we could not determine the applicability of a primitive term to a 
sih1ation without presupposi ng the correctness of th e theory in question , 
how could empirical testing eve r get under way? 

One ve rsion of this thesis would have us res tii ct the p1imitive te rms lo 
those whose applicability or nonapplicability is in some sense a rnattl'r ol' 
"immediate sensory awareness." Primitive terms are th en the hasic ob
se rvation terms of some radically empi1icistic philosophies ol' sci<•11(·c·. 
This is certainly Robb's pos ition with respect to his 'al'l<'r' primiliv<'. For , 
he says, the grounds fo r choosing 'after' as a prirniliv<· an· Iha! W<' """ lu · 
directly conscious of some pair of events- that is. a s i11~l" ""011sdo11sy<'.<S .. 
can-and this same s in g lt• co11sdrn1 s11c·ss <·a11 i1111 11t '< lia lc ·ly, w ill1e111I :111 y 
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theoretical presupposition or inference, tell that one of these events in the 
pair is after the other. 

The reader acquainted with some history of philosophy who reads 
Robb's introductory sections on the status of 'after' and on the "locality of 
simultaneity," and who encounters Robb 's belief that simultaneity for 
events spatially separated is nonsensical, will recognize a close similarity 
between Robb's position and that expressed in the third chapter of 
Bergson's r eply to spe cial re lativity , Duration and Simultaneity. 
Be rgson's work has been , I think , unjustly neglected. This is largely his 
own fault , for many readers have been dissatisfi ed with his account of 
rela tivity because of the irrationalism rampant th roughout Be rgson's 
work, and because of the latter parts of Duration and Simultaneity , which 
constitute a confused attempt to refute of the so-called clock paradox in 
special relativity. 14 

This rationale for choice of a primitive leads immediately to philosophi
cal trouble: it looks as though our physics is going to be founded on a 
solipsistic, private, subjective observation basis. Reichenbach, in his 
well-known axiomatization of special relativity, was well aware of this 
problem, even though elsewhere in his work he talks more like Robb and 
seems to take the primitive as the "directly apprehendable by a con
sciousness." In his book on special relativity Reichenbach uses, for exam
ple, coincidence of events as a primitive. But, he says, by thi s I mean 
physical coincidence, not coincidence of "appearances" in some subjec
tive consciousness. Reichenbach calls those propositions that are framable 
entirely in terms of his p1imitives, elementary fa cts. What makes them 
elementary is not immediate apprehendability by consciousness, but 
rathe r the fact that they "remain invariant with respect to a great vari ety 
of interpretations." For example , we pe1form the Michelson-Morley ex
periment. We might have many different physical interpretations of the 
results . But all such theoretical accounts will agree as to whether the 
ph ysical inte rference lines did or did not remain coincident with desig-
11ated marks when the interferometer was rotated . 15 

As it stands, thi s definiti on of elementarity leaves something to be 
desired . For surely T could have considered a theory in which I explai ned 
away the 11111}({nm l n11ll results of the Michelson-Morely experiment, not 
as was don <", hy assi 1111i111( th e· 111111 res11lts were a ph ysical reality and by 
.. Jroosi11 1( Oii<' of tire all m 11ali v<· a<"cc11111ts li 1r 1h,·111 (Lorentzian ethe r 
llrc•ori< •s or S)lc'l ·ial r .. lalivil y, li1 r "" ""fli t•), 11111 hy C'X )llai11i11 1( Hrc · rl's11lts 
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away as a subjective illusion somehow to be accounted for on the basis of a 
theory which no one has ever proposed and which I cannot even now 

begin to constmct. . 
If primitiveness is to be identified with elementarily in Reichenbach s 

sense, then, rather than with direct apprehendability in Robb's, I think 
Reichenbach's definition in terms of"relative invariance with respect to a 
great variety of interpretations" must be supplemented to read "relative 
invariance with respect to the great vari e ty of interpretations which one 
has in mind as plausible theoretical accounts of the experimental observa
tions. " The reader may now begin to see the point of the title of this 
paper. I am suggesting that even to begin to characterize the basis on 
which we shall choose either to accept a theory or formalization or to 
reject it in favor of some alternative, we need some preliminary assump
tions about the range of theories we are going to consider. 

Many philosophical readers will at this point recall the perennia.I do~: 
trine of the " theory-ladenness of all terms including the observat10nal 
which recurrently makes its mark on the philosophy of science. Indeed, 
issues of this kind are what I have in mind. But I shall rese1ve my more 
general philosophical arguments about this issue and try to outlin~ th~se 
aspects of the general philosophy behind the primitive/defined d1stJnct1on 
in formalizations, which we need in order to continue our examination of 

the concrete dispute we are enmeshed in . 
If we are presented, then, with a formalization in which some te rms are 

taken as ptimitive, we should probably assume these are the te rms of the 
theoiy whose applicability or nonapplicability to a given physical situation 
is independent of the acceptance of his theory. Natu rally the defined 
terms are supposed to have just the opposite status. If the axioms of the 
theoiy are correct, then certain physical situations exist. We can charac
terize these in terms of the p1imitive alone. But it may be more conven
ient to introduce new single terms to refer to some of these physical 
en titi es or relations, so we introduce definitions and defined terms. 

Just as res tricting the axioms to propositions framable only in the primi
tive vocabulary was supposed to have th e advantage that we could test the 
axioms for correctness or incorrectness without presupposing the theory 
correct, th e definitions are supposed to have the opposite virlu<' ol' not 
being amenable at all to physical test. Since the defi ned terms an· i.'.'lm
duced by the definition , and sti1'tt lated to hold on ly wlu·n th1 · dd1) 1111g 
situation characterized in the pri111iti v1• vo('alHd ary holds , th1 ·r" "" " 1,.. "" 
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question of testing the correctness of a definition, although it is, of course, 
a testable question whether the definition is "admissible," since the exist
ence and uniqueness propositions necessary to legi timatize it as a defini
tion are themselves expressible in the ptimitive terms alone. And since 
the primitive vocabulary exhausts those terms whose applicability or 
nonapplicability is decidable independent of accepting the theory , the 
totality of empitical tests of the theory re;ides in drawing from it its 
ptimitive consequences and testing them. 

We are now in deep philosophical waters indeed, and this will hardly 
be the last we have to say about these matters. But we have enough , I 
think, to understand at last why our maximal Robbian and his opponent 
can agree about a number of issues . They agree as to which terms are 
primitive and which defined in their formalizations , i. e., their formali
zations are alike in , the status they attribute to terms. They agree that 
their formalizations are based on the same theory. They disagree only 
with regard to d efinitional consequences of their theories; but they 
agree that these differences are simply the result of having chosen 
differing definitions for some terms , and that these differences are in 
no way a mark of empirical disagreem ent. 

C. A Formalization Differing Only in the Attribution of Definitional 
Status to Consequences 

Let us now return to our concrete case. We are considering the options 
available to us in the situation in which, from the general relativistic point 
of view, we believe that space-time is globally conformal to Minkowski 
space-time but not fl at. Physically this means we believe that whe reas 
Robb's axioms for causal connectibility hold , special relativity does not, 
because it fails on the "matter" side. Free particles, rigid rods, and clocks 
do not, we believe, correspond in their behavior to the geometry con
stmcted using light (or causal connectibi li ty or 'after') in Robb's manner as 
they would if special relativity were correct. 

He re is anothe r op tion we cou ld take informalizing our beliefs: 
Option C: We adopt a formalization that agrees with the maximal Rob

bian about the primitive or defined status of the terms. It also has exactly 
the same consequences , primitive and definitional , as the max imal Rob
hian formalization . But it allocates defi nitional and postulational status to 
so me ol' lh""' t·onst•q 11 t•nct•s in a different way. 

111 !his li>n 11ali,.al io11 o/H' wo11 ld agn'< '. lc>r 1•xa1 11pl1 ·. wit h lh l' maximal 
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Robbian that free particles do not travel inertial lines, that rigid rods do 
not measure spatial intervals , and that clocks do not measure timelike 
intervals. But the formalization might declare that what defines an inertial 
line is still fixed by that consequence that relates the behavior of free 
particles to inertial lines. And the formalization would then declare that 
what the maximal Robbian takes to be a causal definition of inertial line is 
a postulate about the relation of inertial line structure to causal stmcture. 

As one might imagine, the proponent of this formalization will usually 
say he is most certainly formalizing the same theo1y that the maximal 
Robbian is formalizing. He is even using the same words , and he belie"ves 
the same terms to have their criteria of applicability independent of .ac
cepting the theory. But, he says, since his definitions are the maximal 
Robbian's postulates, and vice versa, he is disagreeing with the maximal 
Robbian about the meanings of at least some of the defined terms. 

Why would anyone prefer such a formalization to the maximal Rob
bian' s? In this case, I doubt that anyone would, but later we shall see a 
case in which just such a preference is plausible. The proponent of this 
formalization might argue that his is preferable to the maximal Robbian's 
simply because the meanings he gives to the defined terms are closer to 
"what they ordinarily mean" than are the meanings the maximal Robbian 
gives to them. 

He might argue like this: "Our ordinary meaning of'inertial line' is that 
it is something fixed by the motion of free particles. And our ordinary 
meanings of spatial and temporal 'inte rvals' is that they are given by rods 
and clocks. The maximal Robbian instead defines these quantities in a 
causal way. Now I do not say that he cannot so define these terms. Nor do 
I claim that there is anything physically wrong with the theory he for
malizes in the peculiar way that results when one gives such novel mean
ings to the terms. I am only saying that my definitions, my meanings, are 
closer to what the terms 'meant all along."' 

This argument is not very persuasive here. For while it may be "giving 
a novel meaning" to ' inertial line' to define it causally as the maximal 
Robbian does , the meaning given this expression by the proponent of 
form alization C is peculiar as well. For according to him , in agreement 
with the maximal Robbian and in opposition to Option B discussed above 
and Option D discussed be low, free particles do not travel ine rtial lines. 
Now if 'inertial line' had an ordinary meaning it was, I suppose, )iath 
traveled hy a !"rec part id< · .. So th .. prnp01u·11t ol" Optio11 <: is off1·ri11g a 
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definition of 'inertial line' just as peculiar in its own way as the maximal 
Robbians. As I noted, we shall later see a case in which just such a move 
from the Robbian causal formalization to an alternative seems more plaus
ible. 

Another possibility is this: someone might agree with the maximal 
Robbian that only causal connectibility should be taken as primitive. He 
might, however, be reluctant to assign "definitional" or "postulational" 
status among the sentences of his formalization which involved terms 
other than the primitive terms. In a sense he would be unwilling to assign 
propositions in formalizing the role uniquely, either of fixing meanings or 
of stating facts. Those who eschew the analytic/synthetic distinction would 

argue in this way, I believe. 
Nonetheless such a thinker might still agree with the maximal Robbian 

that both formalizations have all the same "factual" consequences
assuming, that is , that they have the same primitive consequences. The 
idea he re would be of a formalization that , like that of Option B, was 
"merely another way of formalizing the same theory the maximal Robbi an 
formalized," superior in that by refusing to allocate definitional vs. pos
tulational status to the propositions of the theory which involved vocabu
lary other than the primitive one, this formalization permitted us a more 
flexible way of talking about theory change and a more realistic way of 
talking about meaning. 

Basically this position would look like this: "After all, the real import of 
a theory is, indeed, its observational consequences. My formalization , 
like the maximal Robbian's, has all the right observational consequences, 
and these are captured in the primitive consequences that my formaliza
tion shares with the maximal Robbian's . He, however, has taken the 
further-and gratuitous and misleading-step of allocating "analytic" and 
"synthetic" status to the propositions of his theory which involve non
primitive terms. Since this has no empirical consequence, he shouldn't do 
it." 

On this account , while it is important to demarcate the observational 
import of a theory , furth er discrimination among its consequences by 
marginal notes about their "analytic" or "synthetic" status are pointless 
and, from the point of view of an adequate account of meaning, mislead
ing. B11t I shall not burden the reader with one more attack on the 
analyti d synthetic distinction , for l think we have more relevant fish to 
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D . A Formalization Diffe ring Only in One-Way Definiti onal Conse
quence 

Suppose someone offered a formalization of a theory to account for the 
space-ti me of this world in which he, the maximal Robbian, and the 
p roponent of Option B above all agreed that this new for malization dif
fered from the earlier two in a primitive consequence. Then all would 
agree the re was no sense in saying that this was a new form alization of the 
theory formalized alte rnatively by the maximal Robbian and the pro
ponent of Option B. Instead they would agree that this was the fo rmaliza
tion of a new theory incompatible with that earlie r formalized . 

But suppose the following peculiar situation arose: a new formali zation 
is proposed . Let us call it Option D. 

Option D: Here we are p resented with a formalization, some of whose 
consequences diffe r from those of the maximal Robbian. But thi s formali
zation also differs from the max imal Robbian 's in the status it attributes to 
some terms. In particular , at least one consequence of this new formaliza
tion is incompatible with those that follow from the max imal Robbian's 
fo rmalization, and it has the followi ng inte resting feature : whereas the 
max imal Robbian declares thi s consequence to contain a defi ned te rm
defined , at leas t, in his formalization- the new formalization, with its new 
status attribution to te rms , declares the consequence to be primitive. 
Further, le t us suppose the maximal Robbian declares no consequences of 
the new formalization primitive but incompatible with the consequences 
of his own. 

Let us look at the situa ti nn first from the point of view of the maximal 
Robbian, and then from the point of view of the expone nt of the new 
formalization. The max imal Robbian says: "This is just like the situation 
discussed in Option B above. This new formalization diffe rs from mine 
only in definitional consequences, for the only consequences of it "incom
patible" with consequences drawable from my forma lization a re those 
containing what I take to be defined te rms. So th is is really a new formali
zation of the same theory as mine, excep t that this form ulation chooses to 
express the theory in a diffe rent way. If the re a re grounds at a ll for 
choosing among th ese formali zations, they are just like the grounds for 
choosing between my maximal Robbian form ali zation and Option B 
above . They are choices of expression." (Incidentall y, again , I :11n no! si11·•· 
that Robb himself would have tole rated thi s movt'.) 

But now let us see what the prop01w11l of' !his lll'W li1r111ali,.alio11 l1as le; 
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say: " My formali zation has consequences incompatible with those drawn 
from th e maximal Robbian formalization . Furthermore, I say that these 
consequences , framed in what I take to be p1imitive te rms alone, se1ve as 
grounds fo r tes ting the theory. They contain no te rms whose applicabili ty 
or nonapplicability requires p resuppos ing the truth of the theory. Clearl y 
what I am p roposing is not a new formalization that merely 'rephrases' the 
theory formalized by the maximal Robbian; I am proposing a new theory 
to account for the data incompatible with the theory formalized by the 
maximal Robbian ." 

Why would an yone declare that a te rm taken hy the max imal Robbi an 
to be defined , is reall y a primitive te rm ? This is a subtl er issue than it 
appears to be at first sight . One reason he might have for disagreeing with 
the maximal Robbian on this issue mi ght be this: h e might be taking 
p1imitive te rms to be th ose whose applicability or nonapplicability is 
de te rminable by "immediate obse1vation," and then saying there are 

more features of the world accessible to immediate, totall y th eoretically 
unmediated , tes t than the maximal Robbian allows. He might a rgue, fo r 
exampl e , that the maxi mal Robbian is wrong in th inking that onl y facts 
about causal connectibility are d irectl y accessible epistemicall y. H e might 
assert, fo r exampl e, that he can immediately tell whe the r or not two 
noncoincident but nearby rigid rods are congru ent, just as Robb asserts 
that we can immediately te ll when one of two events in our consciousness 
is "afte r" the oth er. If that is his line of reasoning, we are in for one of 
those endless debates about just what is accessible to immediate observa
tion, and about whe ther, if we insist upon immediate apprehensibili ty as a 
cri terion of p1imitiveness, we eve r can construct a sci ence that breaks the 
"ve il of p erception" and becomes more than a lawlike systematization of a 
solipsisti c consciousness. 

On the othe r hand , he might a rgue like this: "I don' t take 'primiti ve' to 

mark ou t 'dete rminable by immediate inspection and so totally independ
ent of theorizing.' But I do have a notion of primitiveness which is impor
lant in that it caph1res ' factualness' in the following way: propositions 
fram ed entire ly in p1imitive te rms state facts. They are in no way 'conven
lio11al. ' Of' course it is in some sense convention tbat the words mean what 
llll' y ll'l l'an , lint wlw n I say thal a te rm in a formali zation is primitive, I am 
i11dirnli11g Iha! a conse·q<ll'll l'l' of' !his limnali za ti on framahl e in these te rms 
alo11t · is lr11t · or falst• irn •SJHTli vt· ol"lhl' wny in which f'<'rm s gain m ean ing 

onl y f'ron1 !he · role · ll11 ·y play in this 1l11 •or)'. .. 
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Whichever position he takes about primitive terms, he will continue 
like this: "While the maximal Robbian , for example, says that free parti
cles do not travel timelike geodesics, I say they do. While the proponent 
of Option B also says they do , he says he is disagreeing with the maximal 
Robbian only as to the meaning of ' timelike geodesic,' a te rm whose 
meaning, for both of them, is fixed by the differing definitions in their 
respective formalizations . But I say we should take ' timelike geodesic' as a 
primitive term in our formalization; I disagree with the maximal Robbian 
about a fact of the world (whether free particles do or do not really travel 
timelike geodesics). Furthermore, while the proponent of Option B 
thought he was disagreeing with the maximal Robbian only about 'mean
ing of te rms ,' he too is proposing a theory incompatible with the maximal 
Robbian's. The incompatibility , however, was disguised by his mistaken 
attribution of defined status to ' timelike geodesic."' 

As we know, some would even deny the usefulness or intelligibility of 
any observational/nonobservational or "factual''/"conventional" distinc
tion altogether. I think we shall be able to consider them , without loss of 
content, as advocating that all the te rms of a formaljzation of a theory 
should properly be taken as primitive in our sense. 

E. Variations on Option D 

The exponent of Option D is most understandable when he takes the 
first line of reasoning we have proposed for him: he believes in "pure 
obse rvation languages"; he believes in te rms whose applicability or 
nonapplicability to a situation is totally theory-independent. H e disagrees 
with the maximal Robbi an and with the proponent of Option B only abou t 
which te rms are really in the "pure observation language." 

Th e exponent who takes the other option clearly has his work cu t out 
for him. Just what is his theory of meaning, and just how do words get 
their meaning according to it? How does he rationalize a useful distinction 
be tween primitive and d efined terms in a formalization if he can't pick out 
the former by their "pure observational status?" Perhaps he has some 
kind of theory in mind which, like that implicit in the Reiche nbachian 
notion of "elementary fact" noted above , rests upon a view of th e role of' 
antecedent theories (and theories one is entertaining but not be li eving) in 
fixing the meaning of the terms in the theory we are as a matte r of foci 
proposing. I shall return to these ques tions, if not answf'!' them . But kt 
me note here a few of the issues that arise when on<' n ·arnns iu thi s w:{y. 
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While I shall not try to develop the theory of meaning req uired by this 
position, I shall try to say something about another problem faced by the 
individual who takes such a line. 

This individual proposes that his formalization is based on a theory 
incompatible with that of the maximal Robbian. But he agrees that both 
his formalization and the maximal Robbi an' s give rise to all the same 
consequences about causal connectibility. Now he might consider that 
Robb is even wrong in thinking that the facts about causal connectibility 
were somehow "immediately accessible to observation in a totally theory
indep endent way. " We shall , indeed, explore this issue later in some 
detail. But for the mome nt suppose he grants that at least those prop
ositions are open to immediate empirical dete rmination. Still , he says, I 
take our theories to be incompatible because they conflict on other prop
ositions which, while I admit them to be not directly testable empirically 
without presupposing the correctness of the theory, I sti ll take them, 
unlike the maximal Robbian, to be factual and not in any sense a matter of 
conventional choice about the meaning of words. 

But, one immediate ly asks , how could one possibly decide wh ich 
theory was correct ? For example, how could one decide whether or not 
free particles follow timelike geodesics , given that this individual pro
poses that this is a factual question- not in any way a definitional one-and 
yet tell s us we cannot decide its correctness by any "immediate empirical" 
means? Of course our maximal Robbian has no problems here, for he says 
these are really just diffe rent formalizations of one and the same theory. 
But our individual continues to deny thi s. 16 

One thing he could do is op t for skepticism: "I don't really be lieve free 
particles travel timelike geodesics, unlike the maximal Robbian, who says 
they do not. All I wanted to do was demonstrate to you that there were 
other theories besides maximal Robbianism that were tru e to all possible 
observa tional facts (if max imal Robbiani sm is) and yet incompatibl e with 
maximal Robbianism . Actually I b elieve you haven't the faintes t reason 
for choosi ng one ove r the other of these theses about free particles. Of 
course only one of' these theses can be true, but you simply can never 
know whi ch." Skepticism. 

A11otlu·r tlii11g he co11ld do is opt for Poincarean conventionali sm , what
t·vt• r that is. I le could say: " I !ere· W<' have two incompatible theo1ies with 
all till' .<a1111 · possihl" oh.<t·rvatio11al t·o11sc·q11l'11ct•s. No <'lllpi1ical test could 
t·v1·r i11d1wc· pn·fi·n·1u ·t· li1r 11111· ov«'r tlu · ollwr. So wt· 11111 s l f·o 11rwntionally 
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choose which is true. We might even go so far as to say 'Truth just is a 
matter of conven tion .' Notice, however, that I am not claiming that our 
choice is merely a matter of choosing 'how we talk .' That is what Ed
dington, Schlick, and Reichenbach believe. I am claiming it is a choice 
among incompatible, but empirically indiscriminable, beliefs ." 

Anoth er position he could opt for is a version of a p1iorism: "In choosing 
which theory to adopt we must always use, above and beyond the empiii
cal evidence in favor or against a theory, an initial a prioii plausibility of 
the theo1y. Without such 'believabilities ,' intiinsic to th e theory in ques
tion and independent of the e mpi1i cal evide nce for or against it, theoretical 
decis ion-making could never get under way. So even if two incompatible 
space- tim e theori es have a ll the same observational consequences, there 
may still be good reason, on an a piiori basis, to adopt one rather than the 
othe r." 

Or he might asse rt that the choice of themy is always to some degree 
motivated by "continuity with previous theory ," and that considerations 
of this kind could motivate his choice. He might say: "Suppose I have two 
incompatible space-time theo1i es that are obse1vationally indistinguisha
bl e. One of these theories may still be more "continuous" with the older 
theory it replaces. That is, it makes less of a change in our be li efs to drop 
the old theory for this new alternative than for the other alternative. In 
thi s circumstance it is more reasonable to believe the new hypothesis, 
which is minimally differe nt from ou r older rejected th eory, than it is to 
believe the alternative more 'radical' th eory." 

It has been alleged, for example, that even if general relativity is really 
incompatible with the Reichenbachian alternati ve of Aat space-time and 
universal forces, and even if these two alternatives are observa tionally 
indistinguishable, we should still opt fo r general relativi ty since it is 
"more continuous with " or "a more conse1vative change from" the older 
theoiies of gravitation . Since this philosophical claim has been !nade with 
some frequen cy, it might be worthwhile to comment on it he re. 

The re are, I think , two problems with this approach: 
(1) First of all , each of the new al te rnati ves can he , and 11 s11a ll y wi ll h<' . 

"more conservative" with respect to the antecedent th<'orv in SO lll<' r<'
spect or other. How can we decide which Wlllf of' !wing l'OllS<'1va tiV< ' 
should take precedence or othe1wise "weight" the va l11 e oflwing co11 s<· 1v 
ative in some particular respect? For example, g«IH'ral n·lalivil y is '""'} 
conservative than the 11nive rsal fi>rc< · hypotl1< ·s is i11 1!1:11 in Iii « f'or111< ·r 
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case, clocks and rods at different space- tim e locations are congruen t if 
they are congruent when brought into coincidence. And this is the way 
things were in ewtonian and special relativistic physics. 

But in ewtonian physics , and perhaps in what would have been a 
"natural" theory of gravi tation from the special relativis ti c point of view, 
particles acted upon by gravity do not trave l timelike geodesics. They are 
not "free" but "fo rced. " Thi s remains tru e in the unive rsal force 
hypothes is, but fails to be true in general relativity. Crudely, th e univer
sal force hypoth es is is more conserva tive than general relativity in that it , 
like Newtonian mechanics and special relativ ity, is a fiat space- tim e 
theory , whereas general relativity is not. 

Which way of being conse1vative with respect to the older theory is 
more important? Why? 

(2) A second diffi culty with the approach is this: we are told to be as 
conse1vative as possible with respect to antecedent theory. But suppose, 
when we have considered the op tions available to us for the new theory, 
we go back over the older theory and realize that it too could have taken 
another form obse1vationally indistingui shable from the form it had. We 
might end up with this view: one option for our new theory is most 
conse1vative with respect to an tecedent theory as it was. But the other 
option is mos t conse1vati ve with respect to another theory we could have 
had earlie r, which is obse1vationally indistinguishable from the older 
theory we did have. 

Suppose, for example, we decide that the universal force theory is most 
conservati ve with respect to Newtonian mechan ics because it , like New
tonian mechanics , is a fl at space-time theo1y. But then we discover, 
refl ecting on general relativity, something like Trautman's curved space
time vers ion of Newtonian mechanics. And suppose general relativity is 
most conse1vative with respect to this now revised antecedent theory! 

The individual whose "conse1vati ve" doctiine we are now examining 
could avoid this second problem only by becoming more conserva ti ve. He 
would have to say: "I now realize that all along there was an alternative 
theory that was obse1va tionall y indistinguishable from my older theory. 
Bllt I hold to th e fo llowing conse1va ti ve maxim : if you be lieve a 
l1 ypothes is, the re is no good reason to drop you r belief just because you 
discovc r that th e re is anothe r hypoth es is which is just as good as , but no 
ill'tk r !11:111 . thc Oil <' Y"" hold . I !low ll S<· tliis rl'lrospcc: ti v<-'l y to justify my 
laki11g 111< · oldcr !l1< ·nrv, wl 1i!'h I :1d11:1llv '""I as pn ·li ·ralilt · i11 lll' li cv:1lii lity 
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to these newly discovered alternatives to it, and as being the correct 
starting point for conse rvative modifications of theory. " 17 

But another problem atises for this position in the present contex t. We 
may say that if a Trautman had come along in the eighteenth century, a 
good conservative would have been justified in not dropping his New
tonianism and replacing it with this alte rnative theo1y. But now, given 
that we accept general relativity, might it not be rational for us , even if we 
are generally conse1vative, to assert that the theo1y that should have been 
held in the nineteenth century was Trautman's curved space-time New
tonian mechanics , and not Newton's flat space- time theory? It is one thing 
to be conservative with respect to physics as it was , but quite another to 
be conservative with respect to physics which , we now see, would have 
been as it should have been. 

Let us consider a last option for our individual who tells us that theories 
may be incompatible even if observationally indistinguishable, and who 
wants to tell us which of such alternative theories we shou.ld adopt. Sup
pose he argues like this: "I believe that Robb 's axioms for causal connecti
bility hold. But I am well aware that I might be wrong about this. Now I 
be lieve that free particles do not travel Robbian timelike geodesics, for I 
believe that the matte r axioms of special relativity do not hold. Suppose I 
found out that, contra1y to my present view, Robb 's axioms failed. What 
would I do? The only theory I have available to apply in that case is 
general relativity. In general relativi ty Robb 's axioms frequently-in fact , 
usually-fail to hold of the world. But free particles do sti ll t ravel timelike 
geodesics in this cu1ved space-time th eory. Therefore, looking toward the 
possible worlds I now envision , and considering the possible theories I 
have in my rep·ertoire to describe these worlds, I argue as follows: he re 
are two incompatible themies that are obse rvationally indistinguishable. 
One is the maximal Robbian , in which free particles do not travel timelike 
geodes ics; th e othe r is the ve rsion of general relativity suitab le to a world 
which is globally conformal to Minkowski space-time and in which Robb's 
axioms hold but free particles do travel timelike geodes ics. Which sho11ld 
I believe? 

"I say I should be lieve the latter. Why? Because if I discover that , 
contrary to my present beliefs , Robb's ax ioms do not hold , I could , with 
this latter choice move easily and conse1vatively to a new theory- a gi:n
eral relativistic account of a world not globally conformal lo M inko¥kl 
space-time . In this theore tical transition I co11ld hold 11u1ch i11 varia11I. I 
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could still believe , for example , that free particles trave l timelike 
geodesics. If I adopted the maximal Robbian theory, however, and th en 
discovered that Robb's axioms do not hold, I would need to change my 
theore tical beliefs more radically. 

"I am assuming the world is one of the possible general relativistic 
worlds. Wh ich one is it? I believe it is one in which Robb 's axioms hold. 
But I might be wrong about this. So, given that I believe that they do 
hold, I should believe that theory which is one of a spectrum of possible 
theories I have in mind, one of which wil.1 hold even if some of my present 
assumption s fail. 

"I wish to believe a theory in which Robb's axioms hold. But which of 
the many incompatible theories in which they hold should I beli eve, 
given that I think there are many that are obse1vationally indistinguish
able? I should believe that theory which (1) is a specialization of a general 
class of theories, one of whose members I would adopt if I no longer 
believed that Robb's axioms do hold; and (2) is selected because it is the 
one member of this class in which Robb's axioms do hold and which is 
compatible with the obse1vational data. 

"Now the class of theori es I have in mind is the class of general relativ is
tic models of the world. The theory in this class in which Robb 's ax ioms do 
hold is one in which free pa1ticles travel timelike geodesics, rigid rods 
measure spatial inte1vals, and clocks measure timelike inte1vals; i. e ., 
given our data, the theory is the general relativistic model of a world 
globally conformal to Minkowski space-time. Now I believe the world is 
not flat. So I believe the free particles will not travel the tim elike 
geodesics of the maximal Robbian theory. Therefore I should choose the 
theory that says free particles do travel tim elike geodesics, and in which 
th e maximal Robbian 's tim elike geodesics are not rea ll y timelike 
geodesics at all ; I should not choose the maximal Robbian's theory, in 
which his timelike geodesics are really timelike geodesics but free parti
d es just don 't travel them. 

" ! make this choice not on the basis of my observation, for the maximal 
Hobbian's th eory and mine predict the same obse1vational consequences. 
Hathcr, I make this choice because my th eory is a special instance of a 

<" lass orsi111ilar tl1<·orics, one or which J would adopt even if I found out, 
contrary lo 111 y pn ·S< ·nl hd ic{ that OJI<' or Rohh's hypotheses about causal 
<'C> 1111cdihilil y is wro 11g; a11d 111" 111a.xi 111 al Hohhia11 "s ll1< ·ory does not natu
rall y Iii i11lo a <"lass or ll1t ·ori1 ·s al lmsl 0111 · ol" wlci ..!1 is still ava ilahk to mP 
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even if I were to find out th at some of my present assumptions about th e 
world are wrong. " 

This individual is saying: theories can be genuinely incompatible even 
if obse1vationally indistinguishabl e. But I may still have grounds for pre
ferring one ove r the other. Th e grounds are not a p1iori p lausibility, nor 
even conformity with antecedent theory. They are rather the natural or 
unnatural role which the theory plays in the light of my assu mptions abou t 
the othe r possible th eories of the world whi ch might hold-although I do 
not believe they do-and whi ch I would adopt if I found out that some of 
my assumptions about the world are fals e. 

Once again , it is asse rted that theoretical decision-making depends 
upon some assumptions we make about the spectrnm of possible theories 
we are likely to consider, and not just upon the "obse1vational facts." We 
shall reh1rn to this point in some detail when we consider fo rmalizations 
of gene ral relativi ty later in this paper. 

F. A Formalization Differing Only in the Status Attiibuted to Te rms 

I noted earli er fou r ways in which formalizations can differ from one 
anothe r, but I have discussed only three alte rnatives to the max imal 
Robbian formalization. I have saved the fou rth , Option E , till last, prima
rily because it is th e one option which, to my knowledge, no one has yet 
espoused . Option B would be espous ed by Eddington , Sch lick, and 
Reichenbach , I be lieve, on the grounds that it is "descrip ti ve ly simple r" 
than the maximal Robbian formalization. Option C would be espoused by 
someone who thinks the consequences of maximal Robbianism perfectly 
all right as they stand, but who has a different predilection fo r attributi ng 
definitional or postulational statu s to them. A Qu in ean , for example , who 
wishes to eschew such marginal status attribution altogethe r would adop t 
a ve rsion of Option C. Some version of Option D would probably he 
espoused by someone who, looking at th e data in th e light of gene ral 
relativisti c possibilities , and di sagreeing with Robb's insistence that on ly 
causal connectibility should count as a prim itive notion , would inte rprot 
the data to mean that the space-tim e of th e world , although globa lly 
conformal to Minkowski space-time, was reallu not Hat at all. 

H ere is Option E: Choose a fo rmalization exactly lik c• th l' inaxin111l 
Robbian , except that diffe rent te rms arC' designated ' prirniti v<'· and dil~ 

ferent te rms are dt·signated 'ddl nitiona l. · This co1ild IH' dont • i11 two ways : 
e ithe r ( I) one rnight tak<' cau sal co 11111 ·d iltilit y as d1·li11itio11 al i11 s l1 ·ad ol' 
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primitive; or (2) one might take some additional terms over and above 
'causally connectible' as primitive. Since the latter is the more likely 
move , let me discuss what might motivate it. 

Someone making this move might a rgue : "Robb is wrong to take causal 
connectibility as the only observational (or, perhaps , factual) feature 
of the world captured by a theory of space- time. For example , congru
ence for spatial inte rvals at a distance is also observational (factual), as is 
being an inertial line . But the maximal Robbian is correct in thinking that 
the space- tim e of the world is fl at , that free particles do not travel inertial 
lines, etc. What the maximal Robbian says about the space- time of th e 
world and its connection with material objects is correct; he is only wrong 
in thinking that some of these consequences of his forma lization are mat
ters of definition when they are really matters of obse rvation (or fact)." 

It is no surprise that no one has eve r offered an approach like this. 
Who, faced with empirical facts that would normally ] ~ad a general rel
ativist to say that space- tim e was nonflat but globally conformal to Min
kowski space-time, would ever assert that the space-time was Hat, and not 
as a matter of "definition" or "convention"-i. e. , not because we could, if 
we wished , reformulate the general re lativistic theory as a fl at space-time 
theory, but because we could observe that th is was really the case? Or, 
even if we couldn't decide this obse1va tionally, because the re were other 
reasons for thinking this Robbian accoun t both trnly incompatible with 
the general relativistic account and factually correct? 

I shall forego consideration of the othe r approach, with its denial of 
primitive status to causal connectibility , until later, when we shall 
examine that approach in anoth er contex t. 

G. Summary of Pait IV 

Let me summarize what has been goin g on in the last few sections. 
have been exploring the desirability or undesirabi lity of the Robbian 
definition s of such notions as ineitial line (timelike geodesics) and spatial 
and temporal congruence, by subjecting Robb 's theory to stress. Maxi
mal stress consists in saying: suppose Robb 's ax ioms for causal connectibil
ity do not even hold. Under that stress his me thod of defin ition clearly 
breaks clown . But then I have said: let us subject Robb's theory to less , 
hut still to sonw , stress. Let 11 s assume we be lieve that his ax ioms of causal 
1·011111 Ttihilit y hold . hut that th 1· poshtla!t's that wo 11ld supplement his 
tl11 ·ory ir sp1 ..-ial n ·lati vit y wn1· •·01T1•d hr1 ·ak dow 11 . That is, let 11s assu me 
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we believe that free particles do not trave l Robbian inertial lines, rigid 
rod s do not measure Robbian spatial congruence, and clocks do not meas
ure Robbian temporal congruence . 

Applying this stress to Robb's theory, we have seen that the following 
options can be delineated: we could hold to a maximal Robbian formaliza
tion in which Robb's ax ioms for causal connectibility are retained intact , 
as are his definitions. We would then have to abandon the postulates 
which would supplement Robb's 01iginal theory and tell us how free 
particles, rods, and clocks behave relative to the space-time struchires as 
defi ned by Robb. 

We could adopt an alternative formalization in which the usual connec
tion between free particles, rods , and clocks and space-time structures is 
re tained, at the same time retaining Robb's axioms for causal connectibil
ity but dropping his definitions of inertial line and of spatial and temporal 
congruence. We could maintain that this was merely a different formaliza
tion of the same theory as the formalization first described, but that it 
expressed thi s theory in a different, and preferable , way of speaking. 

We could adopt a formalization in which all the consequences of the 
maximal Robbian formalization were retained intact, and in which the 
same stahis-primitive or defined-was attributed to the terms as in the 
maximal Robbian formalization, but in which the consequences desig
nated "definitions" and "postulates" differed from those so designated by 
the maximal Robbian formalization. We could maintain that this was a 
formalization of the same theory as that formalized by the maximal Robb
i an formalization , but argue that it formalized the theory in a way that 
gave " more usual meanings" to some of the defined terms. Or we could 
adopt a formalization exactly like the maximal Robbian's except that in it 
we refu se altogether to assign "in the margins" definitional or postulatory 
status to any of tlle consequences. 

Another alternative would be to adopt a formalization like the one 
described two paragraphs above and declare that this wa' the formaliza
tion of a theory diffe rent from that first described. For, we could main
tain , Robb was wrong in thinking that his "definiti ons" of such things as 
inertial line and congru ent inte rval really were definitions; they could ht • 
viewed as empi1ically testable consequences of the th eory , li11111<I fo ls<' hy 
observa tion. 

We could adopt th e second kind of limnalization di.'1·11 sSt·d ahov1• a11<I. 
again , maintain that it limnalizt•d a d illi ·n·nl lht'ory than th:rt li1rn1aliz1·d 
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by the maximal Robbian. We could admit that there was no obse1vational 
means of telling whether the maximal Robbian or this alternative theory 
was correct , but go on to declare that the re could be genuinely incompat
ible theories that were obse1vationally indistinguishable. We would sup
plement this approach by offering, one hopes, an account of how a term 
could have a meaning in a theory without having "directly observational" 
criteria of applicability, and an account of how one could rationally go 
about deciding just which of two incompatible but observationally indis
criminable theories was correct. In any case we would either provide this 
last supplementary account or admit ourselves skeptics or conve n
tionalists with regard to theories. 

Finally, we could take the view that all the consequences of the maxi
mal Robbian formalization were correct, but that the maximal Robbian 
formalization was misleading in that, by incorrectly restricting primitive 
status to causal connectibility , it misrepresented some of its true observa
tional or factual consequences as having mere definitional status. 

V. Alternative Formalizations of Minkowski Space-time 

A. The Formalizations 

We have subjected Robb's theory to various stresses, and we have seen 
how it holds up. When the stress is so great that his poshilates for causal 
connectibility break down, all would agree, I believe, that his metric 
definitions must go by the boards as well. But, as we have seen, a weaker 
stress, insufficient to contradict any of his ax ioms for causal connectibility, 
but sufficient to place stress on the additional postulates connecting the 
behavior of mate rial objects to the space-time structure, can lead to many 
options. Some of these are maximal Robbian, retaining his metric defini
tions intact; but others lead us to reject the Robbian form alization of a 
space- time theory to a greater or lesser degree. Even when the Robbian 
theory is subject to no observational stress whatever, there may still be 
dispute as to whether the Robbian formalization of space-time is correct , 
and , if "correct ," whe ther it is "bes t. " 

Robb 's theory is now usually thought of as one way of formalizing 
special relativity, even if Robb would not quite have viewed it that way. 
Let us s11ppose we believe special relativity to be correct. Then we be
li1·v" that Hohh's hasic ax ioms of causal connectihility hold , and that the 
rnatt er post11lall'S w<· wonld ordinarily llSl' lo snpp l<·rn cnt Rohb 's theory 
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hold as well ; i.e., rigid rods correctly measure spatial congruences as 
defined by Robb, clocks correctly determine Robbian temporal congru
ences and free particles follow Robbian inertial lines. If we do be lieve 
this, are we then precluded from adopting any of the options discussed in 
the sections above? We shall see that all of these options are still available 
to us, each option differing from the Robbian axiomatization as before. 
But some of the options will no longer have the "plausibility" they had 
before, in the sense that the grounds for adopting them will no longer be 
available. On the other hand, some options, previously unmotivated and 
unlikely eve r to be espoused, will now become plausible alte rnatives. 

As before, Option A is the Robbian . The only primitive term is "caus
ally connectible," and the axioms for it are Robb's. The metri c notions and 
the notion of inertial line are defined as in Robb . F or our complete 
formalization Robb's theory is supplemented with matter pos tulates that 
te ll us that rigid rods, clocks, and free particles have the usual special 
re lativistic connection with the underlying space- time features. 

In Option B we would still take causal connectibility as our only primi
tive notion, and the class of consequences of the fo rmalization we take as 
primitive would remain the same. But we would offer diffe rent definitions 
for the metri c notions and for the notion of ine rti al line. What would this 
amount to? Just as our maximal Robbian option amounted earli e r to 
adopting a Aat space-time formalization of a theory which , in general 
relativisti c te rms, we would take to be a theory of a nonffat space-time, 
adopting Option B would amount to propos ing a curved space-time for
malization of what we would take, from a general relati visti c point of view, 
to be a theory of a fl at space-time . 

Earlie r we saw that one might choose Option B on the g rounds that it 
was "descriptively simpler" than the maximal Robbian formalization, 
fitting in with the way we would talk in the general relativisti c contex t , as 
the maximal Robbian formalization did not. But in thi s case it is clear that 
the Robbian correlations of the behavior of matter with the space-tim e 
struch1re are, from the point of vi ew of general relativity, the right corre
lations; and that if either formalization is descriptively simple r it is the 
Robbian. 

Option C remai ns quite viable. He re we adopt a lill'lnalization tltal 
agrees with Robb's in counting onl y causal conneet il1ilit y as pri111iliv1-. It 

has all the same conseque nces as Hohh's formalizalio11 . 11111 it 1•itl11 ·r (~) 
allocates dellnitional and post11lational slal11 s :1111011g tl1 .. s.· '" ' " s"'i"' '"""s 
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in a manner diffe rent from Robb's, or (b) eschews the marginal annotation 
of postulational and definitional status to propositions containing non
primitive te rms altogether. 

A proponent of alternative (a) might argue like this: "While all the 
consequences of the Robbian formalization are true, his allocation of 
definitional and postulational status to them is untrue to the meanings of 
the 'defined ' te rms. It is true that free particles travel inertial lines . But 
that is what we mean by 'inertial line.' It is also true that inertial lines have 
the association with causal connectibility which the Robb formalization 
postulates. But that is a fact about the world , not a proposition true by the 
meaning of 'inertial line.' So Robb's consequences are all true, but he 
takes some to be true as a matter of fact that are really true by d efinition, 
and vice versa.'' 

The exponent of alte rnative (a) has a notion of meaning- or at least 
thinks he does-that allows him to tell what is really a definition and what 
is really a postulate. The exponent of alte rnative (b) th inks that Robb and 
the exponent of alte rnative (a) are equally confused . For, he alleges , there 
is simply no good reason to label consequences postulational or defini
tional at all. Remembe r that h e is still allowing that we can determine 
which consequences of a formalization are "observational," and he is tak
ing diffe rence among these consequences to indicate clear dive rgence of 
theory. But beyond that , he believes it is fatuous to pre tend that the 
propositions of the theory involving nonprimitive terms can in any impor
tant way be characterized as definitional or postulational. Insofar as the 
nonprimitive terms are "defi ned" by the theory, he says, the defining is 
sp read throughout th e theory as a whole . 

Option D is again one that no one is ve ry likely to espouse. Like Option 
Bit offe rs a fo rmalization that differs from Robb's in some of the nonprimi
ti ve consequences. Thus, like Option B, it amounts to adopting a cu1ved 
space-time formalization for what we would ordinarily take to be a theory 
of' a Aat space-time world . Now whereas Option B took this to be a matter 
of' me rely "rewording" Robb 's theory, Option D takes the new formaliza
lion lo he that of a theory incompatible with Robb's. Choosing Option D 
:1111011nts to deciding that space-time really is curved. In one alte rnative 
Option D claims that thi s is an ohse1vationally determinable fact; in 
a11ollll'r, that , whik the fact that th e space-time is curved rather than Aat 
is i11111111111· lo ohS<·1v alional di st'< 1v1 ·ry, it is s till a faet11al and h y no means a 
clc ·li11ilio11al 111allt •r. 
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Earlier we saw that this option was a natural one to take in the case in 
which space-time was, from the general relativistic point of view, curved 
but globally conformal to Minowski space-time . We saw that consid
erati ons of the general th eoretical context of general relativity might very 
well lead one to say that the maximal Robbian way of formalizing the 
theory of space-time was not just misleading with respect to meanings, 
but simply wrong. And if the max imal Robbian would argue that the two 
formalizations did not really differ in p rimitive consequences, the expo
nent of Option D argued that they did; for he argued that the maximal 
Robbian's ve rsion of what was p1imitive was too narrow. 

Bu t now, given that we believe that the world is , from the general 
relativistic point of view, fl at , who would be likely to argue for a curved 
space- time as a theory incompatible with the fl at space-time theory, but 
correct? If one were to believe that Option D and the Robbian formaliza
tion really are formalizations of incompatible theories, he would be more 
than likely to declare the Robbian alternative correct , and on the same 
grounds on which the proponent of Option D argued earlier for the 
correctness of his theory as opposed to that of the maximal Robbian. 

The proponent of Option E argues fo r a formalization that differs from 
the Robbian in no consequences . But he disagrees with Robb about the 
scope of primitive concepts. Let us suppose, as we did earlier, that he 
differs from Robb only in wanting more concepts as primitive, and let us 
again postpone arguments about the primitiveness of causal connectibil
ity. The proponent of Option E would then argue that , whe reas Robb's 
formalization is based on a correct theory of space-time , it is misleading in 
that it falsely declares some of its consequences to be nonobse1vational or 
nonfactual. He would say: "I , like Robb , prefer the consequences of 
Option A to those of Option B. But whereas the Robbian and the pro
pone nt of Option B agree that their two formalizations are based on the 
same theory, I take it that they formalize incompatible theories. So the 
choice of the Robbian formauzation ove r that of Option B is one of fact , 
not of mere expression. Like the proponent of Option D I consider it a 
factual matter whethe r space-time is or is not flat. But whe reas he opts li1r 
an implausible curved space-time picture, I opt for the Hat. " 

B. Can Definitions Be "Right" or "Wrong"? 

Let us look more closely at the firs t altt> rnati vc ve rsion or Option C: :md 
at Option E . Both of th em find th <" Hohhi:ou formalization c), .f( ·d iv< •. Th<" 
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first version of Option C finds Robb 's fo rmalization unjust to the meanings 
of words. Option E finds Robb 's form alization unfair to the ques tion of what 
is "fachial" as opposed to "definitional. " 

Consider the following argument: "Jn the Robbian formalization the 
notion of congrue nce fo r spatial and temporal intervals is defined by 
means of causal connectibility. So the connection between th e noti on of 
congruence and the causal notion used to define it can hardly be said to be 
correct or incorrect . These, like all, definitions, in orde r to be acceptable, 
must meet certain formal requirements of existence and uniqueness of 
defined entity. Beyond this, the re is no sense in speaking of a definition as 
'right' or 'wrong."' 

But the Robbian defin itions of spatial and temporal congru ence are not 
the only possibilities for causal definitions of "congruence" relations in his 
theory. One can , as Malament has shown , causally define, in Robbian 
fashion, a congruence relation which "rende rs as congruent timelike and 
spacelike vectors whose Minkowski lengths are equal in absolute value 
(although opposite in sign). And one can defin e a relation that renders 
tim elike and spacelike vectors congruent if the absolute value of the 
Mi nkowski length of the forme r is p/q times that of the Minkowski length 
of the other, where p/q is any particular positive rational numbe r. Both 
these definable congruence relations otherwise agree with the standard 
congru ence relation ." 18 Of course, if we so define 'is congruent to ,' rods 
and clocks will not, even in Minkowski space-tim e, determi ne congruity 
correctl y when used in the usual way. But why should that bother us if the 
onl y meaning attribution we have for 'is congrue nt to' is our causal defini
ti on? 

But these definitions of the congruence relation would be wrong. Th ey 
would not be causal "definiti ons" of "congruent," but of some other rela
tionship mi sleadingly so named. This shows that, in some sense at least, 
these "definitions" are not really the appropriate definitions. 

He re I think the argument could go in one of two directions, one 
appropriate to the advocate of the first ve rsion of Option C and the other 
approp1iate to the advoca te of some ve rsion of Option E . In the first 
v"rsion it is agreed that ' is congruent to' can only be a defined term in a 
limnalization . But, thi s ve rsion argues, it is wrong to the meaning of 'is 
cougnu ·ut to" to give it a i:1111 .m/ d~fi. 11it ion. F'or exampl e, one might argue 
tl1at th .. associaliou or co11g rn< ' ll<"<' with rigid rods and docks reall y cap
l1m ·s th, · 111<·:uoi11g ol"tlo, ·s. · t..r111s. ()J,.. 111igll1 :org11< · that tlu · 11 s11al defini -
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tion of congruence in terms of rigid rods cannot be "wrong" or "right," for 
it is this association that really fixes the meaning of 'is congruent to' as we 
usually use that expression. Congment intervals are just those intervals 
determined congment by the usual me thod of transported rods and 
clocks. What masquerade as definitions in the Robbian formalization are 
really postulates that associate certain causally definabl e stmctures with 
the congmence relation. The association will indeed hold if space-time is 
Minkowskian, but one hardly wants eve ry general truth about the world 
to count as a "definition. " 

A similar but more complex tale about "meaning," or perhaps a denial 
that 'meaning' has any useful meaning and that out with it goes any useful 
notion of 'definition' in a formalization of this kind, might accompany the 
view that we should either talk about the meaning of 'is congruent to' as 
being fixed by its total role in the theory, or not talk about its meaning at 
all. In any case this position would still reject the claim that the causal 
definitions correctly "fix the meaning" of ' is congment to' in any sense 
beyond correctly designating as congruent those intervals that are in fact 
congruent when the space-time is Minkowskian . 

The second version argues that 'is congment to' should be taken as part 
of the primitive vocabulary. This signifies that both the postulates connect
ing causal structure to the congruence relation , and those associating the 
behavior of rigid rods and clocks with the congruence relation , are empir
ical postulates that all turn out to be tme because of the Minkowskian 
structure of space-time. As usual one might argue that these postulates 
are observationally determinable to be tme or false, or that they are 
factual but not directly observational. But, in any case, in this view none 
of these postulates constitutes a "definition" of the congruence relation , 
for that is primitive and undefined. From both these general points of 
view one can see why we would instinctively feel we can judge Robb's 
definitions to be "right" or "wrong" in a manner entirely inappropriate for 
definitions . 

We noted earlier that in Minkowski space-time (and in a more general 
class of space-times as well), we could "define" a topology-the Al exan
droff topology- that would agree with the usual manifold topology on tlw 
space-time . We might note here (and we shall re turn to this point later) 
that what we have said about causal definitions of metri c notions holds liir 
causal definitions of topological notions as well. 

Zeeman , for example, has shown how on1· "" " · i11 Mi11kowski spa<·••-
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time, causally define (if one allows oneself the full resources of set
theoretic definition) a topology quite different from the Alexandrolf topol
ogy, and hence from the usual manifold topology. The Alexandrolf topol
ogy is the coarsest topology in which the interiors of light cones are all 
open sets . The Zeeman topology is the finest topology on the space-time 
that induces the usual three-dimensional Euclidean topology on every 
space slice of the space-time and the usual one-dimensional Euclidean 
topology on every time axis. 

This topology has a number of curous features. For example, the top
ology induced on light rays by it is discrete. In this topology the paths of 
freely moving particles are all piecewise linear. Interestingly-and per
haps not too surprisingly , in the light ofZeeman's other work mentioned 
above--every one-to-one mapping of a Minkowski space-time onto itself 
which is bicontinuous in this topology is first of all a causal au tomorphism 
(i. e., it preserves all causal connectibility and symmetric absolute te m
poral order relations); and is, second, one of the group of mappings gener
ated by inhomogenous Lorentz transformations and dilations !'" 

Thus, just as many "congruence relations" are causally definable, so are 
many "topologies ." Later I shall deal to some extent with the question of 
how to pick the right topological definition . I believe the discussion above , 
however , in the light of such nova) "causal topologies" as Zeeman's, is 
enough to show us that one can no more glibly assume there is no ques
tion of rightness or wrongness about a causal definition of the topology, 
than one can assume there are no such questions about the causal defini 
ti ons of the metric structure. And if there is a question of rightness and 
wrongness, in what sense can these "definitions" be said to be "merely 
definitions?" 

VI. On Drawing Philosophical Conseq uences from Formalizations 

/\. . Winnie's Thesis 

At long last we can consider one example of an answer to our second 
ovPrall question. So far we have been asking: what are the poss ible alter-
11alivc limnalizations of a theory, and how do they differ from one 
auothcr? We have pursued in some detail our first primary ques tion: what 
.-ould ht· the scientific and/or philsophical grounds for preferring one 
limualizaliou lo anoth .. r? Now we wish lo ask: what are the ph ilosophical 
t 'Oll.'i('<jllt ' IH.'t ' .'i or aclopl i 11 g a ~iV t ' ll liu·111aliza lio11 !' Sill('(' W( ' S('(_' that much 
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philosophical decision-making goes into choosing a formalization , we shall 
really be exploring the question: how do the philosophical choices one 
makes in choosing a formalization affect further philosophical conse
quences? 

The philosophical theses Winnie extracts from Robb's formalization of 
Minkowski space-time provide, as the reader will recall , an example of 
consequences drawn from formalization. Winnie's argument went like 
this: Robb has shown us that in the case of Minkowski space-time the 
metric is reducible to the topology. But some authors have claimed that it 
is because the metric is undetermined by the topology that the metric is a 
matter of convention. So, in the case of Minkowski space-time, we see 
that the metric is not conventional, at least not in this sense. 

There are two issues we must pursue: 
(1) ln what sense, or senses , is it true that in Minkowski space-time the 

metric is "reducible" to the topology? In what senses is this false? 
(2) Is the reducibility, in any sense, of the metric to the topology ever 

good grounds for declaring the metric nonconventional? Is nonreducibil
ity of th e metric to the topology, in any sense of 'reducible,' ever good 
reason for declaring the metric conventional? 

B. On Causal Theories of the Metric 

Robb has shown , beyond question , a number of interesting and impor
tant things. He has shown that if space-time is Minkowskian, then the 
fundamental metric relations of congruence, and the property of being an 
inertial line, are coextensive with relations and properties definable 
purely in terms of the absolute "after" relation-or, if you will, in terms of 
causal connectibility. But has he shown that, if space-time is Minkow
skian, the metric is "reducible" to the topology? 

Using the results noted earlier concerning the causal definability of the 
Alexandroff topology and its extensional equivalence with the manifold 
topology when space-time is Minkowskian, together with Robb 's results , 
the following can be derived: if space-time is Minkowskian, we can de
termine all the topological properties of regions of the space-time simply 
by determining which events are and which are not causall y connectible. 
Using the very same determinations , and no others , we can also Ii nd all 
the metric properties of regions of the space-time . 

But this hardly means that we can , by using causal conncetihility alone. 
determine if space-time is Minkowskian , knowing only Iha! ii is psl'11di.-
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Riemannian. We can tell that it is not Minkowskian if one of Robb's 
postulates fails ; but even if none does fail , this is no guarantee that the 
space-time is Rat. And the correctness and importance of Robb's results 
within his formalization hardly force us to accept the view, even if we take 
it that space-time is Minkowskian, that he is right in saying that causal 
connectibility is an imm ediately dete rminabl e fact in a theory
indep endent way, and hence a proper member of the class of primitive 
terms. Nor does Robb's formalization mean we must agree that he is right 
in consigning all the metric notions to the nonprimitive class on the basis 
of "non-observability. " Even if we do partition the terms as he suggests , 
we need not accept his "definitions" as truly definitional, nor agree that 
the meanings of the metric te rms are correctly fixed by their causal 
"definitions. " As we have seen, there are generally good reasons for 
adopting just such "anti-Robbian" positions. And, I submit, if we consider 
just how little we must accept, given Robb's results , and just how weak 
the connection is between causal order and metric structure, compared 
with what philosophers have usually demanded of an "X theory ofY, " we 
shall probably conclude that Robb's results certainly do not establish a 
"causal theory of the metric," nor a " reducibility of the metric to causal 
order" in many of the most important philosophical senses of 'reduci
ble.'20 

To espouse an "X theory of Y" might be to maintain that X and Y are 
co-extens ive predicates. Now we do not believe that metri c features will 
in fact be coextensive with the Robbian causal correlates, since we believe 
that space-time is not Minkowskian . But if we believed that space-time 
were Minkowskian , I think we would have to agree that a causal theory of 
the metric was correct in this very weak sense . Alternatively, to espouse 
an "X theory of Y" might be to maintain that X and Y are coextensive as a 
matter of scientific law . Obviously we do not believe that the causal and 
metri c predicates are so lawlike coextensive, since we do not believe they 
are coex tensive at all. 

But suppose we believe that space-time is Minkowskian. Believing, as 
we do , in general relativity, I think we would still deny lawlike coexten
sive ness to the pair of predicates . For, from the point of vi ew of general 
rl'lativily , th e coextensiveness is a matte r not of the fundam ental laws of 
pl1ysies, h111 of th e de faeto Aatness of space-time . Minkowski space-time 
is j11sl 0111· possihl1· 111odl'l li1r th!' laws of g!'11 cral re lativity , but hardly the 
011l y " lawl ik<' pmsihl1·" spal·1·- li111<' . 11111 if' W<' W<'I'<' work ing in L905, say, 
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and had never even seriously contemplated the possibility of curved 
space-time, the universal (for all of space-time) coextensiveness of the 
causal and metric predicates might be taken by us as a fundamental law of 

nature. 
We noted earlier that if we believed in general relativity, observations 

on causal connectibility alone would not be sufficient to fix for us the 
curvature of space-time. This illustrated a fundamental fact: the question 
of what kinds of observations would or would not be sufficient to deter
mine fully all relevant physical features of the world depends upon what 
possible worlds one is willing to contemplate. And that depends upon the 
fundamental theory one believes. Thus if we presupposed that space-time 
was Minkowskian, we would agree that we could map its metiic using 
causal connectibility alone. But if we only presupposed space-time to be 
pseudo-Riemannian, we could not. Now we see that our presupposition 
about the possible worlds, framed on the basis of our most fundamental 
theory , has other consequences. For whether a correlation of features is 
taken to be lawlike or merely de facto is again a function of our asswnp
tions about which possible worlds we will consider. 

To espouse an "X theory ofY" might be to maintain that the predicates 
are coextensive as a matter of their meaning; that 'all Y's are X's' is an 
analytic trnth. In the philosophical contexts we are interested in , the 
argument for this usually takes a standard form: we can tell what an X is 
without presupposing the theory in question. But we have no independ
ent check on what a Y is; we simply call Y's the things that are X's. For a 
causal theory of congruence this would amount to claiming that we can, 
without presupposing the theory in question, determine which events are 
and which are not causally connectible. But we have no independent 
check on the metric. What we mean by 'congruent intervals' is some 
relationship between two pairs of points characterizable in terms of causal 

connectibility. 
Believing in general relativity, we do not accept this argument. For we 

believe that there are nonisometric space-times with all the same causal 
connectibility features between the point-events mappable one-to-one on 
each other. But suppose we thought space-time was Minkowskian? 
Would we believe in such "analytic coextensiveness" the n? 

Once again our thinking depends, I believe, on a compl ex estimate of 
our theoretical situation, not only on the theory we do be li eve, hut on)he 
theories we did but no longer be lieve, and on the them'i<:s wu think we 
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might believe should observation ever lead us to give up our present 
theory. Our views about the formalization of Minkowski space-time are 
nice test cases for us. For this themy is the successor to previous space
time theories, and has itself been succeeded by a more general theory. 
This case will , we shall see, be applicable in interesting ways to the case in 
which we have no specific "future theory" yet in mind. For example, it 
will be useful when we come to discuss the "meanings" of terms in for
malizations of general relativity. 

Which propositions of a theory are "analytic", and which are true "by 
the meanings of the words alone?" We know we do understand what we 
are asking here; philosophical positions range from the view that there is 
something t'o analyticity but we do not really know what it is, to the view 
that the whole analytic/synthetic distinction is just a tissue of confusions. 
But perhaps the following will throw 8ome light on the problem. 

The "analytic" propositions of a theory should be at least more or less 
"fixed points" in theoretical change. For if a proposition is analytic, what 
on earth could lead us to deny its truth ? Obviously the situation is not that 
simple, for one could always offer a new theory in which the proposition is 
denied , ye t attribute analyticity to it in its old role by arguing that the 
meanings of the terms have changed in the theoretical transition . After 
all , we have seen how one can argue for different formalizations of even 
one and the same theory, which may or may not differ in asserted conse
quences but which do differ in their "meaning" attributions to defined 
terms. 

Yet I think the following position has some validity: at least a prima 
facie guide to the analyticity of a proposition in a theory-if there is such a 
thing- is the stability of that proposition in the transition from an older 
theory to the one now believed, and from the one believed to one of the 
ones we presently contemplate as theoretical alte rnatives to which we 
would move under the pressure of novel observations. 

For example, in Newtonian space-time theory we maintain that rigid 
rods measure spatial intervals. They do so as well in Minkowski space
! im c understood from the special re lativistic point of view. An in general 
n·lati vity we still say that rigid rods correctly determine spatial congru
,.,,,.,., So it may he plausibl e to argu e that th e connection between rigid 
rods aud spatial congrn<'ll <'<'S i11 Minkowski space-tim e theory is "ana
lyli<" . .. li>r ii is lhal t·o1111< ·d'io11 111:11 n·maitH'd flx<'d whun we moved from 
Ilic· N4·wlo11ia11 lo tl1t· Mi1d.: ows kia11 tl1t·ory , a11d n •111ai11s fi x<'d wh<'n w e 
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move from Minkowski space-time to general re lati vity and curved space

times. 
On the other hand , Robb's association of spatial congruence with causal 

connectibility holds only in the Minkowskian theory, and not in the New
tonian or in the gene ral relativistic case. Isn' t that some reason for at
tributing analyticity to the rigid rod-congruence connection in the theory 
of Minkowski space-time, and for denying analyticity to the Robbian as
sociation of congru ence with causal connectibility? What othe r, or bette r, 
reason could there be for distributing analyticity or nonanalytici ty than 
this "hi stori cal" fi xedness or nonfixedness of the connection? 

Once again we see that our philosophical attribution wiU depend on 
many things. First of all , it will depend on ass umptions about the inde
pendent de te rminability of various features of the world . And it will 
depend not onl y on the relation of the theory we are inte res ted in to the 
theory which preced ed it , but on its relation to the class of theories that 
we assume to be p lausible candidates for a novel theory to adopt under 
ob servational pressure which would lead us to relinquish our present 

views. 
To espouse an "X theory ofY" might mean to maintain that the coexten

siveness of the predicates was somehow a necessary truth , not identifying 

this notion of necess ity with eithe r lawlikeness or analyticity. Despite 
recent invocations of possible world semantics and doctrines concerning 
necessary truths about individuals or substances which are ne ithe r a priori 
nor, pe rhaps , analytic, I cannot understand what such an allegation would 
amount to . Once again the cleares t notion I can think of reli es upon 
putting the theory in question in the fram ework of antecedent theori es. 
and of assumed alte rnatives. Pe rhaps it would be plausible to speak of 
some proposition of a theory as necessary if it held not only in this theory, 
but in all antecedent theories and in any plausible alte rnative to which we 
would turn if we abandoned our present theory in the light of new data . 

Under thi s interpre tation the causal theory of the metri c in Minkowski 
space-time again seems false. For although the congruence re lations are 
coextensive with certain causally definable relations in Minkowski spaec
tim e, they are not so coextensive in either the theory that antedates 
Minkowski space-time or in the general relativi stic theories to which wt• 
would turn , even if we beHeved in Minkowski space-time, sho11lcl tlw clatn 
indicate to us that something about the s1)('cial relat iv istic pid11n · ol 1)11 · 
world wa'i wrong in its assumption of fl at1w s."i of tl1t · sp:u_·c·- ti11lt' . 
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The reader may object that my notions of the lawlikness, analyticity, or 
necessity of the connection be tween the relations were all defined onl y 
relati ve to a body of ass umed theoreti cal alte rnatives to the believed 
theory. I reply that this is the major virtue of my analys is of these notions. 
Once again the claim is that while facts and conventions have received 
their due in the philosophical th eory of the epis temology, semantics, and 
metaphys ics of theories , assumptions-assumptions about the class of 
theories we will even consider as possible candidates for belief- have not. 

C. Can One Get from Causal Definability to Nonconventionality? 

I have argued that a causal theory of congruence is p lausible, even if we 
be lieve in Minkowski space-time, on ly in its very weakest sense--the 
sense of mere coex tensiveness in this space-time of some congruence 
relations and some relations defin able by causal connectivity. But what 
about the claims that are made for what this shows concerning the re lation 
of metric to topological structure in Minkowski space-time? And what 
about the claim that this "causal theory of the metric" is relevant to 
showing th e metii c "nonconven tional?" 

First we should note that what is offered in the Robbian fo rmalization, 
even in th e weakes t sense of an "X theory ofY," is a theory of congruence 
in te rms of causal connectibility . How then is congruence associated with 
topology in this view? The connection is mediated by the all egation that 
one can offer a theory of the topology in te rms of causal connectibility as 
wel l. We do not offe r topological "definitions" of metri c quantities; rather , 
we attemp t to "define" both metric and topological notions by causal 

ones. 

Later I shall argue that the causal "definition " of the topology in Min

kowski space-time is a "defini tion" onl y in the ve ry weak sense in which 
we have seen it possible to "define" the metric causally. That is , I shall 
argue that while it is possible to construct , out of causal connectibili ty, 
properti es and relations coex tensive in Minkowski space-time with all the 
rt• levant topological properti es and relations, th ere is good reason to think 
these coex tensiviti es are ne ithe r lawlike, analyti c, nor necessary-just as 
was the cas<' with the ca11 sal and metric coex tensivities . 

So let 11 s sp('ak of a 1·1111sal theory of the metii c in Minkowski space
I i11ll' , rat l1t·r tha11 of a /11J111/11girn / lheory of tlw metri c. ls the re any reason 
lo llii11k 111:11 tl11 · 111dril' of' Mi11kowski spat·1•- li111< ' is .. 11011conventional" 

l ll'i ·a11 s1· it is t·au snllu "dc- li11al1l1 ·r'' I tlii11I.; mu · ('011ld ar,e;111· l'ro111 .. ca11 sal 
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definability" to "nonconventionality" only in the following way: which 
events are and which are not causally connectible is a fact discernible 
totally independently of any theoretical ass umptions. Hence no elements 
of "convention" enters into deciding which events are or are not so re
lated. But there is , in addition , no "optionality" or "choice" in goin.g from 
causally connectible events to the metri c of the space-time. Therefore the 
"nonconventionality" of the metric follows from its reducibility to causal 
connectibility. 

Since other arguments have been used to associate nonconventionality 
with "reducibility to the topology," we might first say something about 
the m. Riemann suggests, and Grtinbaum has held , the view that if the 
topology of space-time were discrete, we could determine metric rela
tions from topological by "counting numbe rs of points between events." 
This is mysterious in the case of multipl e dimensional space-times since 
we do not yet understand , I believe, what such discrete multidimensional 
cases would amount to . Even in the one-dimensional case of a simple 
ordered set, it is not clear why we should take the real distance between 
points to a function of the numbe r of points between them. Further, even 
if the metric were determined b y counting points , it is still hard to see the 
relevance of this to issues of conventionality without some demonstration, 
never given, as to why counting points is not in any way conventional. In 
any case, this is hardly relevant with respect to Minkowski space-time, 
where the topology is admittedly dense and not discrete. 21 

Again , it has been argued that since many metrics are "compatible" 
with a given topology, this is why the metric is "conventional ." But if 
"compatible" means only that both the metri c and the topology are con
sistently assignable to the underlying point set of events , then, tri viall y, 
many topologies are "compatible" with a given metri c. Zeeman's results 
show that there are even many topologies compatible with the Minkowski 
metric in the furth er sense that the metric is continuous with respect to 
each of them. In any case, the fact that many "metri cs" in the formal sense 
are "compatible" with a given topology hardly shows that th e real 
metric--the real measure of inte1vals between points-is· a matte r of 
"conve ntion" in any interesting sense. And why should we, without fttr
ther epistemic argument, take the topology as some how '' less eo1 we 11 -
tional" than the metric? 

We have seen many reasons for thin kin)( that <'V« n giv« n a " not1 «< ll• )i<'n · 
tional" notion of causal co1111ectihili1-y. W<' shrnold i>« d11l>io11 s :11>11111 111 .. 
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move from that to a "nonconventional" metric. In many space-times no 
"definition" of the metri c congruence in terms of causal connectibility is 
even possible. Even when one would be possible (i.e., when the Robbian 
postulates for causal connectibility hold), we might be reluctant to accept 
these "definitions" as even extensionally correct (the case of space-times 
globally conformal to Minkowski space-tim e but not Rat). And even when 
wc admit the co-ex tensivity to hold, we have seen good reasons for deny
ing that even then the "definitions" of the metric in terms of causal 
connectibility are really definitions in any deeper sense than that of tru e 
statements of coextensiveness. And if that is all the definitions are, it is 
hard to see how they provide an adequate bridge from the nonconven
tionali ty of th e causal connectibility relation to that of th e metric. 
Couldn't we still "conventionally choose" a different metric, simply by 
paying the price of denying the coextensiveness of the metric and causal 
connectibility relations, on the grounds that they were not, afte r all , in 
any sense "necessary" or even "lawlike"? 

Even if we could establish the causal connectibility re lations so as to 
preclude any invocation of conventionality in the process , and even if the 
relations so es tablished allowed for some "defi nition" of the metri c in 
terms of causal connectibility, what is there to prevent us from asserting 
that accepting those "defi nitions" is "just a matter of convention ?" 

But is even the es tablishment of the causal connectibility relations a 
matter totally immune from "conventional" elements? Let us look at two 
versions of theori es of how causal connectibility relations are es tablished, 
:ind see how their "nonconven tionality" fares under each . One version is 
!hat espoused by Robb and, as re marked , inte restingly like the position 
laken by Be rgson. Let us do the analysis in terms of Robb 's 'after' relation. 
Why is it not a matter of convention which events are truly after which 
ol he rs? Well, says Robb, because we could imagine a human conscious-
11«ss moving from one event to another absolutely after it in time. The 
":o fte rness' relation between the events would be an immediate apprehen
sion hy this consciousness, and such immediate apprehensions are mat
ins in which no conventionality can rear its ugly head . 

Notice, first of all , how we have retreated "behind the veil of percep
l io11 . ·· Isn't ii s11/~jec l ive afi<'nll'ss which we are now determining, and not 
:111 ol1jl'l"li1 w ph ys ieal n ·lalio11sloip ? The reade r .sho1tld compare this with 
H(' idlt'11hal'li 's n ·11iark.'\, 11ol1·d ahoV(', crni t·<· rning which notion of coinci

d1 ·111 ·1·c .f1 ·vc· 11l s .'i l1011ld 111 · lul.:1 ·11 a . ..; pri111iti v<' i11 f'onnaliz i11g s p,·cial re lativ-
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ity . In addition, it is hardly alleged that some consciousness does actually 
record the afterness be tween any pai r of events-only that one could. So 
the nonconventionality is a matter of potential di rect apprehendability, 
rather than actual direct apprehendability. 

A minor technical difficul ty with this Robbi an approach also a1ises. 
E vents that are light-connectible, but not parti cle-connecti ble, are still in 
the absolute 'afte r' relationship. But what sense does it make to talk of 
even a possible consciousness exp eriencing directly the "afterness" be
tween two such light-connectible events, given the embodiment of con
sciousness in mate ri al bodies and the impossibility that such bodies, even 
in p1inciple , could travel at the veloci ty of light? Some "limit of possible 
exp erience of a single consciousness" might salvage Robb's idea; or he 
could take as p1imitive , instead of 'afte r,' the notion of 'connectible by a 
geniden ti cal material signal. ' But I shaU not p ursue this here. It is in
te res ti ng to note that in Woodhouse's formalization, whi ch we shall late r 
exam ine , continuous ti melike paths are taken as p rimitive , bu t continuous 
light paths are not.22 

Anothe r item of p hilosophical inte rest ari ses if we imagine a plurality of 
consciousnesses, one fo r each possible time like world-line, "checking up" 
on afternesses. Would an actual or potential social direct apprehendabil
ity do, or must we imagine-contrary not only to fact but to lawlike 
possiblility-a single "direct apprehender" to check up on which events 
are really, and nonconventionally, after which? Here the reader may want 
to refl ect on the relation of this issue to the so-called p roblem of indistin
gui shable space-times. This shows that there can be space-times that no 
single observer could e\"e r tell apart on the bas is of his experi ence, even 
though we postulate them to have quite different stnich1 res. This is be
cause of the causal limits on the information a single observer can receive 
from or communica te to other observe rs. If we allow "potential social 
awareness," an imagined plurality of observers who cannot, in fact , pool 
their information, but whose total knowledge we can imagine in toto, thc 11 
such unive rses are "distinguishable" by the "assembled obse1v ational 
data." The notion of di rect apprehendability, th en, is far from cl ear . And 
even if it were clear, it is hard to see how one could get from the sid>j<·e
tive realm of appearances to a distinct realm of '" nonconve11tio11al"' ohj1 •1·
tive relationships. 

The other approach goes like this: let us now work i11 It-nus of <"at '-" '' 
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connectibility instead of in te rms of "after. " What makes causal connecti
bility "nonconventional" is the direct empilical tes t for it in te rms of 
genidentical particles or light waves. Two events are causally connectible 
if and only if a possible genidentical signal can be sent from one to the 
other. 

One difficulty with this approach is its "scientifi c unreality." Given that 
we really believe in quanh1m mechanics, and not in the classical pseudo
physics which usually serves as the arena for foundational discussions in 
relativity, to what extent do we really want to pin down our foundational 
expositions to those that rely on such concepts as single genidentical 
particles and their paths, when, on the basis of our real phys ics, we are in 
some doubt about the very existence of such classical objects? But let this 
be for the moment. 

A more direct philosophical criticism is thi s: we are trying to establish a 
"nonconventionality" for causal connectibili ty. To do this we are using the 
notion of be ing connectible by the path of a genidentical particle or light 
wave. But is it obvious that the ques tion of which even ts are so connecti
ble is a matte r totally devoid of "conventional" elements? 

Reichenbach , for example, considered the very topology of space- time 
as conventional as its me tric, in th e sense that we could choose, "conven
ti onally ," different top ologies fo r space- tim e and s till "save th e 
phenomena" as long as we made sufficient changes elsewhere in our 
phys ical theory-in particular, changes in what we took to be paths of 
genidentical particles or light rays. One such choice would depend upon 
how we identifi ed or "disidentifi ed" events. This is what happens when 
we "conventionally" choose between a space- time and a different space
time that is a cove1ing space for it . But, Reichenbach thought, even the 
local topology was conventional, fo r we could "conventionally'" select 
space- ti mes with different "nearness" or "neighborhood" re lations by de
d ding diffe rentially on which path s were or were not continuous. Now 
l\e ichenbach thought that such "conventional" choices were only choices 
about " manners of speaking" or "descriptive simplici ty"; but we have seen 
that oth er kinds of conventionalism could make use of the same argu-
111 ents. For example, we eo11lcl espouse the conventionalism that tells us 
that the Reichenbachian topological alte rnatives are reall!t incompatible 
tl1 !'ori es ainon g which w1· <"01old mak e 110 choi <:e on ob se1vational 
µ: ro1111d s. 2:1 
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So if we try to argue the nonconventionality of causal connectibility on 
the grounds of its "empiri cal testability" by genidentical particles, we 

must first of all make the usual philosophical moves of allowing possible 
genidentical particle connectedness to test causal connectibility, and, 
more important , have some further argument, contra Reichenbach, to the 
effect that connectibi lity by a genidentical particle was itself "nonconven

tional. " 
I shall argue later that there are some grounds for making this move. 

That is , I shall give some reasons for maintaining that genidentical paths 
are nonconventional. I shall base this view on argumen ts for defining 
genidentical paths in terms of continuous paths, rather than vice versa; 
and on arguments for taking one kind of topological nearness to be as 
primitive as directly observationally determinable-in a th eory
independent way-as anything can be in a foundational analysis of general 
relativity. So I am not saying that causal connectibility isn't correctly 
designated 'primitive .' I am only saying that if one makes the decision to 
so consider it , one must argue for this decision in a compl ex philosophical 

way; one should not just assume it. 
My general response to Winnie's argument from Robb 's formalization 

to the nonconventionality of the met1ic in the theory of Minkowski space
time is similar. One can, perhaps, draw philosophical consequences from 
the existence of certain formalizations of scientific theories. But one can 
do so only after one has chosen the formalization. In doing so we are 
operating on the basis of numerous, complex , and sophisticated 
philosophical presuppositions. Even having chosen a formalization , fur
ther philosophical assumptions may he necessary to get the philosophical 
results out of the formalization. We can get philosophical conclusions 011t 
if we put philosophical assumptions in. These assumptions should hP 
clearly laid on the table. And once they are, we see that they are rare ly 
obvious or self~evident , but rather the end product of a complicated chain 
of philosophical reasoning. 

In Winnie's particular example, two grand steps must be taken. Firs l 
we must agree that in the theory of Minkowski space-time, th e me tric is 
truly definable , and not just "definable" in terms of causal connectiliilily . 
We have seen just how dubious this thesis is. Second, we m11st agn·" 1·!1111 

causal connectibility itself is a nonconventional matter. Whil•· Ibi s may IH · 
true , it must be argued. And the arguments for it are JH'ithl'r ohvio11S)1tll" 

simple. 
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VII. Formalizations and General Relativistic Space-time 

A. Introduction 

So far we have been studying, primarily, the problem of the formaliza
tion of Minkowski space-time from a philosophical point of view. But we 
know that space-time is not Minkowskian. Why should we have gone to 
all this··effort over a dead theory? This answer is clear: the apparatus we 
have developed will be of great use in trying to understand, philosophi
cally, the numerous problems that arise when we try to formalize the 
space-time theory of general relativity , our currently most viable theory 
of space-time. It will also be helpful , I believe, in the general methodolog
ical problem of formalizations , even outside the area of space-time 
theories. 

When we come to examine formalizations in general relativity , we 
should note initially a couple of interesting features of this case that 
distinguish it from formalization of Minkowski space-time. First, in for
malizing a theory of Minkowski space-time, we are concerned with the 
theory of a single space-time model. In conside1ing formalizations of the 
space-time theory of general relativity, we must remember tl;iat this one 
th eory allows at least the lawlike possibility, relative to its laws, of many 
distinct space-time worlds. So when we wanted to put "stress" on the 
Minkowski space-time theory by looking at alternative space-times, we 
had to "go beyond the theory whose formalization was in question." But 
we can make progress in understanding the philosophical presuppositions 
of formalizations in general relativity, by considering the wide variety of 
space-times compatible with the theory. This is a variant on the old re-
111ark that in special relativity, as in the usual Newtonian theories, space
lirn e is a "passive arena" of material events. But in general relativity, 
space-time is itself a variable dynamic element in the theory. 

Second, when considering the philosophical aspects of formalizations in 
ill<' theory of Minkowski space-time, we were able to avail ourselves not 
011ly of the theories of space-time which preceded the one we were prima
ri ly mnce rned with , but also of its successor theory, general relativity. 
W1· saw that our views about the adequacy and desirability of various 
lorrnalizations could he radically affected by the fact that we had this 
111·w1·r theory of space-time in mind. Essentially we could ask how well a 
giv1·11 li1rnializalio11 of Mi11kowski space-time "fi t in" to th e future de-
1·1· l111111H ·11 ls i11 Ill<' llr< 'OI')' of sp:w1 ·-li11H' whos<· 11a t11n· Wl' alr!'ady kn ew. In 
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examining the formalizations of general re lativistic space-time theori es, 
we are not in this enviable position. For while alternative theori es to 
general re lativity have certainly been espoused , and while some of these 
are "generalizations" of the general relativistic theory, in the sense that 
thi s theory is a generalization of Minkowski space-time theory, there is no 
more general theory of space-time beyond general relativity that is uni
versally agreed to have plausibility eithe r as a correct theory of space-time 
(general re lativity being assumed incorrect), or even as the theory of 
space- time to which we would move were we to come to reject the 
general relativi sti c theory. We shall see that thi s is of some importance in 
our philosophical analysis. 

B. From Rods and Clocks to Clocks: Synge's Chronometric Formaliza
tion of General Relativistic Space-time 

Suppose we be lieve in general relativity. How should we go about 
dete rmining just which of the many space-times compatible with the 
theory is the actual space-tim e of the world? And how should we dete r
mine the actual inte rvals be tween events within this space-time world? 

The natural suggestion is to use infinitesimal rigid rods ("taut strings ," if 
yo u wish) to measure spacelike separations in some observer's frame, and 
to use ideal clocks to measure timelike intervals . From these the general 

inte rvals be tween even ts can be dete rmined , with enough such meas
urements peiformed on a suffi ciently fine scale, we can dete rmine the 

g -function at every point of the manifold and hence both the structure of 
th e space- time and the particular inte1vafs be tween particula r events . 

Now many physicists have been reluctant to accept rigid rods , even 
infinitesimall y, as "primitives" in the ir formalizations of general relativity. 

Others wish to eschew as well the use of the notion of ideal clocks as a 
primitive. For the moment I want to avoid discuss ing the ir reasons li1r 
this self-denial. I shall , however, look closely at thi s issue in a lat1·r 
section. 

Synge is re luctant to use infinitesimal rigid rods , hut he is pcrfoetly 
happy with clocks. And he has shown that using clocks alone as primilivt• 
we can formalize the theory. 24 How does he proceed ? First, he lak1·s as 
primitive a class of ideal clocks. Their rates are all linearly n ·lal1 ·d lo oil< ' 
another, in the sense that two of th ese clocks transported logdl11 ·r fro111 
one event to anoth er along th e same tim <· like world-lint• will liavt· tl11'ir 
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number of " ticks" elapsed be tween the two events in a constant nume rical 
ratio . 

Next he makes the following assumption: suppose x and x + dx are two 
events connectible by a timelike world-line. Let ds be th e ir inte 1val 

separation . Then ds = f(x, dx), wheref is positive homogeneous of degree 
one in the differentials. Now it has been alleged that he oilers no justifi ca
tion for making such an assumption. 25 But the justification which , I pre
sume, he is presupposing is that offered by Riemann for assuming at least 

this much about the me tri c form in his original inaugural disse rtation on 
Riemannian geometry. 26 First we must assume that the g-function will 
vary continuously in the coordinates to show that ds is a function only ofx 
and dx. Next, if we assume that , ignoring magnitudes of second and 
higher order, the length of a line element remains unchanged when all its 
elements undergo the same infinitesimal change of place, then th e 
homogeneity off in the first orde r in the diffe rentials follows. 

But for general relativity we need much more than this. We need the 

usual quadratic form fo rds as a fun ction of the dx'.s . Synge assumes this 
form for the g-function , and here he does so with no furth er rationaliza
tion of the assumption. Once we have made this assumption , however, 
Synge shows how, by making a sufficient numbe r of inte rval meas
urements be tween timelike connectible events , using his ideal clocks, we 
can calculate the g-function at any point. But if we have the g-function, we 
ca11 determine the lightlike and spacelike separations between all point
events as well. Thus using ideal clocks as our only primitives, assuming 
them to measure tim elike inte rva ls correctly, and assuming, boldly, the 

full quadratic form of the g-function , we can dete rmine the metric struc
ture of our space-time full y, and we can de te rmine th e particular inte1val 

separations between all even ts, even those lightlike or spacelike sepa
rated . 

C. Causal-Ine rtial Th eori es of the Metri c 

But the re are those who will, for reasons we shall examine late r, eschew 
clocks as primitives along with rods . What will th ey take as primitives? In 
a '" rods and clocks" formalization , or in a "clocks alone" formalization , we 
shall need to supplement our initial postu lates about the adequacy of the 
primiti ve-• devices as interval rneasurers , and our initial assumptions about 

1111 · limn ol" Ili c g -1"11nclio11 , hy postulates that rl' late th e behavior of light 
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rays in a vacuum and free particles to the structure of space-tim e. Usually 
we shall simply assume that light rays travel null geodesics, and free 
particles, timelike geodesics. Pe rhaps we can get a different formalization 
of space-tim e theory by taking these entiti es as the primitives of our 
theory. Since light rays in a vacuum mark out the boundari es of the sets of 
causally connectible events, we shall be searching for a formali zation in 
general re lativity that is as close as we can come to Robb's formalization in 
Minkowski space-time theory. 

Since we know that nonisometri c pseudo-Ri emannian space-times are 
mappable one-to-one, prese rving all causal connectibility relations , we 
shall not attempt a formalization that takes light rays alone as primitive. 
This was Weyl's mistake, as Lorentz pointed · out. But the following fact 
gives us reason to believe light rays and free particles togethe r will be 
enough: an y two pseudo-Ri emannian space-tim es th at a re causall y 
isomorphic under an isomorphism which takes timelike geodesics into 
timelike geodesics will be isometri c, up to a constant factor. The fact that, 
in gene ral relativity, free particles travel tim efike geodesics (either be
cause we introduce this as a separate postulate or because we show that 
they must so travel because of the nonlinearity of the field equations), 
suggests that light rays, marking out the causally connectible from the 
noncausall y connectible, and free particles, marking out the timelike 
geodes ics, will be enough. Actually, we must be carefol here, as we shall 
late r see. For by 'free' particle we mean more than is apparent at fi l's t 
glance. F ree, infinitesimal , gravitational monopole would be more cor
rect . But I shall deal with this late r. 

Seve ral methods for measuring the space-time using light rays and free 

particles alone ahve been outlined. The interested reader should consult 
Marzke and Wheele r, and Kundt and Hoffman , for details. 27 The formali
zation I shall focus on, which is a generalization of the Bobbian approach , 
is the extremely inte resting and important one of Ehlers, Pirani , and 
Schild, which I shall call the EPS formalization .'" 

To understand the EPS formali zation we shall first have to look at some 
of the mathematical aspects of general relativistic space-times. Th e full 
pseudo-Riemannian metri c manifold of general relativity is a compl<·x 
struch1re. From it we can abstract some simpler stnictmc·s . 

First of all , the manifold is a topological space. Second , it is a difl t·n·11-
tial manifold. Nex t , these space-tim es have a confiw11w l slrnr·t11r1·. 
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Infinitesim;illy this means the possibility of constructing the hyp erplanes 
orthogonal to a given line element. Such a construction results in the 
infinitesimal null-cone struchire, i. e., in the distinctions among timelike, 
null , and sp;l~like connected events, or, physically, in the causal connec

tibility structure on the space-time. 
The space-times also have a projective stnicture. Infinitesimally this 

means that the re is a well-defined notion of parallel-transporting, in its 
own di rection , a vector from tangent space to tangent space . Globally this 
results in a geodesic structure on the space-time. For the geodesics are 
just those curves whose tangent vectors remain tangent vectors when 

they are parallel-transported in their own directions. 
The space-times have an affine structure. Infinitesimally this means 

that the re is a well-defined notion of parallel-transporting, in any direction, 
a vector from tangent space to tangent space . Globally this results in the 
definability of an affine parameter along the geodesics . Equidistant 
points along a geodesic (with respect to the affine paramete r) are those 

points whose "connection vectors" are parallel. 
Finally the re is the full metri c struch1re, which allows us to compare 

the intervals be tween arbitrary pairs of pairs of point events . 
EPS assumes the notions of event, light ray, and particle. Particles are 

meant , intuitive ly, to be paths of "free" pa1ticles. Axioms are introduced 
concerning the smoothness of the paiticles and of messages sent between 
them by light rays. An axiom is introduced which allows us to coordinatize 
the space by particles and light rays, and it is assumed that any two such 
coordinatizations are smoothly related to each other. This lets us define a 
diffe rential topology for the manifold of events. The re are some problems 
he re, but I shall discuss them later. Next , axioms on the light rays are 
introduced that are sufficient to allow us to define the usual light cone 
structure on the space-time, i.e ., to define its conformal structure. Then 
axioms on the particles are introduced that are sufficient to le t us define 

the projective structure of the space-time . 
But we still don't have a full affine structure for the space-time, much 

less its full me tric structure. EPS shows that only one additional axiom is 
ll <'Cessary to guarantee the existence of the full affine struchire. This is an 
axiom of compatibility between the conformal and projective structures 
alr,,ad y introduced . It stat<·s that the interiors of the light cones, definabl e 
liy tlu · eo11fC>r111al stnid11n " an· fill ed with the particles. That is, we can 
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approach th e light rays as closely as we like b y paths of free particles in the 
inte riors of the light cones . It follows that a full affine structure is defina
ble on the space by the light rays and particles alone. 

Finally, we can get the full metri c structure in eithe r of two ways. We 
can demand that if we have two nearby tim elike geodes ics , and if we mark 
off equal inte rvals along th em re lative to th eir affine paramete rs, th e 
events marking off th e equal inte rvals will be simultaneous (to the first 
orde r) using the "radar" method for es tablishing simultane ity familiar 
from special relativity. Alternatively we can define congru ence for vectors 
that are located at the same point by using the conformal structure. We 
can define parallel transport of a vector along a curve as well , using the 
affine structure: if we take a vector and transport it parallel to itself to a 
new point by two diffe rent paths, then, if the two resulting vectors are 
congruent at this second point , a foll pseuclo-Riemannian me tri c structure 
on the space-time is we ll defined. Thus if we acid eithe r of these las t two 
c-onditions as an axiom, we can fully defin e the metric structure of the 
space- time using light rays (causal connectibility) and parti cles (tim elike 
geodesics) alone. 

Ehle rs , Pirani , and Schild claim a numbe r of virtues for their formaliza
tion. First of all , one does not take as an axiom the ex tremely powerful 

assumption that the rne tiic has its usual pseudo-Riemannian quadratic 
form. Instead one assumes a group of axioms each of which is , individu
ally , a much weaker assumption. Of course togethe r th ey are enough to 
guarantee th e existence of the usual mehic form . While historically our 
assumption about the metri c form for space-time followed from the 
Pythagorean results about space established in terms of a metri c usuall y 
thought of as defined by " ri gid rods," these authors argue that the genera
tion of thi s fo rm from a numbe r of far weaker ass umptions, each testable 
locally in a ve1y simple way, is a major advance. 

Second, they be lieve the ir formalization is ideally suited to conside ring 
what theories might be plausible candidates as generalizati.ons of gene ral 
relativity. For by putting on the full me tri c structure a piece at a time, 
one can now easily generate theories more general than gene ral re lativit y 
by asking what kind of space-time we get as th e axioms are progressiv< ·ly 
rejected , pres umably sta1ting from the last imposed and working haek 
warcls. 

Now le t us look at th e EPS formali zation l"rom a plti losophirnl poi11t oJ 
view. Fortunately we can he fairl y hril"f, for W <" ("an "vail 011rsi·lvc •s of" 
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much of the apparatus introduced in our ea rlie r discussion of Robb's 
form alization of Minkowski space- time . As usual the re wjll be two basic 
a reas of philosophical inte res t- the EPS choice of primitives and the 
philosophical a rguments for and against thi s choice, and the EPS choice of 
definitions and the arguments fo r and against them. 

It is clear that Robb chose the single primitive 'afte r' because he fe lt 
that facts about the afte r re lationship between events were in principle 
immune to claims of conventionality. E PS makes no such claim . There it 
is only sugges ted that one is de riving the full structure of space-time from 
"some qualitative (incidence and differential-topological) properti es of the 
phenomena of light propagati on and free fall that are strongly suggested 
by expe1ience .'"'" But suppose someone were to make the claim that the 
constrnction of space-time in th e manne r of E PS is "convention free." 
Light rays play the part of boundari es of causally connectible sets of 
events. And we have already given some di scuss ion to th e claim that 
causal connectibility is " totall y nonconventional. " I shall cootinue that 
discussion late r. 

vVhen we move on to the role pa rticles play in the EPS formali sm, we 
see that any hope of totall y undercutting "conventionality" theses about 
th e metri c is unsupported by this form a'lization. The EPS fo rmali sm as
sumes that we know what a free particle is . And I suppose we do , given 
our vast array of background theory. But to support a "nonconventional
ity'' th esis we would need reason to believe th at we could de te rmine 
when a particle was free totall y independently of our theore tical assump
ti ons. But how could we do this? Certain ly not by seeing that it followed 
tirne like geodesics! And if a particl e is claimed to be free, we can always 
··conventionally" deny thi s by pos tulating " uni versal forces." Afte r all , is a 
particl e free or not when it is gravitationall y attracted by anothe r particle? 
If" we say it is, and use the EPS construction, we shall get one space- tim e. 
But what if we say it is not? Won't we get a whole "conventionally alte rna-
1 ivc'" space-time by using th e E PS construction ? 

Again , even ass uming that the particl e is "free from forces, " we still 
l1av<' diffi culti es. First of all , we need infinites imal particl es; but th at is a 
staudard idealization . Now the choice of free particles to pick out the 
li1111· lik< · g<·odcsics i11 tl11 · EPS forma lism t<illows because, according to 
.~ 1·11 .. ral n ·lativit v, f"r .. 1· p"rtid .. s tra v<·I ti1nc likl" geodesics. But not all free 
parlil'lt ·s du- onl y ll111sc· tli ;1I an · spl1c·ri{ ·all y sy111m<'tric a11d spin - f'rP<'. For 

ii' 1111 · parli c· lc· l1as ;1 grnvi l:diu11al 11111llipolc · slnwl11n ·. it will 1101 µ:1·11t •ral ly 
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travel the timelike geodesics, even if no forces act on it. 30 And how, 
without already knowing the space-time strnctu re, are we to dete rmine 

which particles are gravitational monopoles and which are not? The re is 
no need here, I trust , to rehearse all the poss ible meanings of "conven
tional" and "conventionality," nor to look at our options once again . 
Enough has been said to indicate that , whatever its virtues- and they 
are real indeed- resorting to th e EPS method to dete rmine the metii c, 
or to any other method that utilizes free particles as well as causal connec
tibility , will not release us from any burden of conventionality imposed by 
the use of transported rods or clocks. 

There may be other virtues, howeve r, in choosing light rays and free 
particles instead of rods and clocks as our primitive instruments. Le t us 
discuss one aspect of thi s claim here. What about the EPS definitions? 
Concerning the rods and clocks or chronometii c formalism s, EPS argues 
like this: "If the g -function is defined by means of the chronome tri c 
hypothesis , it seems not at all compelling-if we disrega rd our knowledge 
of the full theory and try and construct it from scratch- that these 
chronometric coefficients should dete rmine the behavior of freely faUing 
pa1ticles and light rays , too. Thus the geodesic hypotheses, whi ch are 
introduced as additional axioms in the chronometiic approach , are hardly 
intelligible; they fall from heaven . . ." '"But of course the authors are 
aware that on their constrnction one must somehow stipulate th e connec
tion be tween intervals as th ey define th em, and the behavior of rods and 
clocks. 

The authors say that , first , one can define a "clock" by means of light 
rays and particles alone . Thus : "The chronometri c axiom then appea rs 
eithe r as redundant or, if th e te rm 'clock' is interpreted as 'atomic clock ,· 
as a link be tween macroscopic gravitation theory and atomic physics: it 
claims the equality of gravitational and atomic time . It may be be tte r to 
test this equality experim entally or to de1ive it eventually from a th eory 
that embraces both gravitational and atomic phenomena, than to pos
tulate it as an axiom." 

But we can tes t exp e1imentally th e co rre lation be tween atomic clocks 
and clocks constru cted with light rays and particles, whe th e r W<' d1oo.« · 
the chronometric or the EPS formali zation . And if 011r <'V<·nh1al ov<·rall 
theory allows us to de rive the ir synchronization in onP clir<'d io11 , ii allows 
us to de iive it in the oth e r. Why the n is tlu· EPS 111<·ll11"l l,,. 11< ·r 11 1: 111 11 11 '; 

chronometric? 
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Perhaps the authors reason as follows: if the nice agreement between 
atomic and light ray-particle clocks holds up forever, then it will not really 
matte r too much which formalization we choose. But we must look for
ward to what we would do if we ever discovered the synchronization to 
break down. The behavior of light rays and free particles in space-time is 
an integral part of our theory of space-time . Their behavior follows from 
the mos t fundam ental principles of our space-time theory. But the expla
nation of behavior of atomic clocks depends upon theories , like quantum 
theory , which are not-at least not yet-so intimately related to our 
theory of space-time. Should the synchronization break down, wouldn't 

we be more likely to look for an explanation in some aspect of the quan
tum behavior of atoms, than we would be to drop our fundamental pos
tulates of space-time theory? Wouldn't we, in other words, retain the 
belief that free paiticles and light rays travel timelike and null geodesics 
respectively, and the view that time inte rvals as meas ured by them are 
correctly measured inte rvals of the space-time, blaming the discrepant 
results obtained using the atomic clock on some peculiarity of its makeup? 

I don't know just what we would do. We might gain some insight by 
looking at what did happen when a generalization of general relativity was 
attempted hut was rejected on empirical grounds . This was Weyl's affine 
hut non-Riemannian space-time . This case is discussed by Ehle rs , Pirani , 
and Sch ild themselves; th ey consider the plausibility of the additional 
axiom needed to go from affine to Riemannian space-time. The authors 
invoke Einstein's criti cism of Weyl's non-Riemannian theory. 32 The trou
hk· with this theory was that it proposed that a vector could change length 
11pon being transported around a closed curve. If we assume that atomic 
do cks meas11re time int ervals, atoms should radiate at different 
wavelengths depending upon their histoiies; but they do not. This fact led 
physics to reject Weyl's th eory. No one to my knowledge hied to save 
W<·yl hy arguing that the conformity of atomic clocks to each other was 
d11, · to th e fact that in traversing the closed paths they ceased measuring 
li111< ' prope rl y in just such a way as to he in agreement with each othe r 
d, ·spite the ir journey. Nor did anyone propose "checking up" on the 
:ilo111i<' docks hy using th e pure geodesic method . 

I :1111 sugg<·sti 11 g that , although 011r exp lanation for the pe riodicity of 
nl11111 s 111a y IH' 111on· <·011 1pl<'x i11 011r ultimate theory than would be our 

i ·, pla11:ilioi1 l(>r llu · pt ·rirnlidt y of a p:irtielt •- liglit ra y dock. what w e mean 
11 \ ' 'ti11w i11l1 ·1T: d ' 111<1~' lie · 111 un • l' lo sc· I~' :issod:llc •d wi th s11<:h alomic docks 
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than with "gravitati onal" clocks. The same argument applies regarding 
spatial separations and rigid rods as opposed to a "gravi tati onal" measure 
of spatial inte1v al using only light rays and particles. 

Suppose we discove red in the foture that rods we took to be ri gid , and 
clocks of the atomic sort we took to be ideal , no longer measured inte1v als 
as defined by the partide and light ray meth ods of EPS , Marzke, and 
Kundt and Hoffman. What would we say? EPS et al would have us say 
that we had di scove red that "ri gid rods" and " ideal clocks" are not ve ry 
good indicators of spatial and temporal separations. From the alte rnati ve 
point of view, we would say that while we thought li ght rays and free 
particl es traveled null and timelike geodes ics respectively, they do not. 

Le t us conside r the second pos ition first . Afte r all , it might be argued , 
just look at the history of general relativity. In Newtonian theory it never 
occurred to an yone, except retrospectively, to say that particles acted 
upon by gravity traveled geodesics in space- time. They were "forced ," 
and hence dev iated from straight-line (geodesic) motion . Now it is true 
that Einstein saw that one could "geometri ze" gravitation because of the 
principle of equi valence. But was n't his real reason for going to cu1ved 
space- ti me th e plausibility a rguments, from the red shift owing to gravity, 

etc. , that gravity mu st affect our inte1v al measurements as normall y ca r
ri ed out by rods and clocks? If we see that space-time as measured with 
rods and clocks does not coincide with space-time as measured by the 
geodes ic hypothesis for light r;iy and particle motion , why not just drop 
the geodesic hypothes is? Wouldn' t that be e ithe r the more plausible 
scientifi c decision- if yo u think the re is a real deci sion to be made 
here--or, in an y case , the be tte r way of talking, if you thin k that all that is 

involved is descripti ve simplicity? 
But I think th e reply would go like thi s: in our bes t availabl e current 

th eory-general relati vity, th e theory we are trying to forma liz<~th<· 

geodesic motion of light rays and free particl es is a fundam ental result ol' 
the the01y . vVe cannot even separate out the field equations from th<' 
equations of motion of tes t objects in the fi eld as we ('(111ld in th e N" wto
nian th eory, for the ve1y equations of motion foll ow from tll(' fi l' ld '"t""
tions. On the oth e r hand , the behavior of' rods and clocks is a !'on1pl1 "' 
matter whose explanation requires not just our grav itatiD1ial- g( •tu11t·lri(_' 

theory, but a quantum th eory of matte r as W<'ll. Now """" "'' tl11 •ory 
should dete rmine its own inte rpretation ," in th .. S<'nS<' th al tl11 · "d..linj
tions " c:onn ec:ting th eon-·ti cal sln1d11n ·s lo ohst·rvahl1 · 1·l1 ·11w11l s i11 l ~ 1r-
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malizations of the theory should be fundamental proposi tions that follow 
in the unformalized theory from that theory alone. On thi s ground , th e 
geodesic "definition " of th e metri c is preferable. Admittedly one migh t 

want to say that in adopting these definitions we have "changed the 
meaning of th e metri c te rms." For, whe reas the prev ious "fixed" prop
os itions, inva 1iant under theoreti cal ch ange, were those connecting rods 
and clocks to inte1vals, \ve are now taking the " fi xed" propositions to be 
those connecting th e geom etry to motions oflight rays and free particles. 

But we may have good reason for making this "change of meaning," if, 

indeed , th at is what it is. We saw earli e r that we could criticize Robb's 
definiti ons of the metri cal quantities by see ing how the p rnpositions con
necting causal connectibility to congru ence held up when we moved from 
Minkowski space-time to the space-tim e of general relativity. We saw that 
the Robbian connections were anything but "fi xed point" p ropositions in 
this th eoreti cal change. Now in criti call y examining a proposa l to take 
some propositions as "definiti onal" in a formalization of general relativity , 

we have no accepted "newer, more general" theo1y to use as a standard . 
But perh aps choosing a formalization is a proposal about which broader 
th eo ri es to conside r. In othe r words, to adopt the causal-ine rtial, or 
geodes ic, definitions of the metii cal quantities is to suggest that the future 
th eori es we should be conside ring as plausible candidates for replacing 
general relativity, need we do so, would be ones in which the association 
of' li ght rays and free particl es with geodes ics is re tained , whereas the 
association of rods and clocks with the space-time inte1vals is allowed to 
diffe r from the associahon pos tulated in general rel ativity. 

We might say, then, that whereas in going from lewtonian themy to 
g<' nera l re lati vity we kep t the association of rods and cl ocks with intervals 
'"nistant, and changed our views about th e association of light rays and 
" l'r<' c" (i.e., acted upon only by gravity) particles with geodesics; in our 
111 ·w th"ore ti cal shifts we are likely to keep the geodes ic moti on of light 
ravs and f'r t'e pa rticl es intact and allow changes in th e propos itions which 

""" "iat<' rods and clocks with inte1vals. 
I think th"'" arguments are of great inte res t. But I also think that they 

'"" ' nlll """1wl1<'l111in gly p<' rs11asive . For one thing, the all egation that the 
·'' ""d .. si" 111otio11 of li ght ra ys and f'r<'l' particl t>s " fiillows from general 
'"lati, · it ~ · al""" ·" IH1t th:11 tl11 · lu ·ha villr of' rods and clocks requires quan-
111111 tlwor~' li1r it s t•xpla11at i1111 , is a lit lit • 111i s h-adi11~ . To IH' s11n·. if w <' want 

11 1 ac·1·e1111ll l ~ 1r llw l:w1 ll1 nl a parl il'11l :ll' a l1> 111ic · l' lnl'k, s a ~ · ... li l'ks" \Villi a 
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particular frequency , or the fact that a particular ensemble of atoms in a 
crystalline array has a particular length, we must invoke our complex 
quantum theory of matter. But what we need for th e association of clocks 
and rods with space-time intervals is not thi s foll th eory, but only a fow 
fundamental assumptions about how clock rates , for example, uary with 
the varying gravitational potential. And the rationale for these ass ump

tions does not use the complex quantum nature of these material entities 
at all. After all , th e famous Einsteinian rationale for assuming that th e 
gravitational fi eld will have metric effects works by demonstrating that on 
the basis of very general considerations drawn from the equivalence prin
ciple, ideal clocks must respond, in the manner of the grav itational red 
shifi , to changes in gravitational potential. These arguments can be 

classical in nature, and ce rtainly do not depend on any detailed theory of 
matter we have in mind. The same holds for the usual arguments given to 

rationalize the belief that spatial measuring devices must also respond to 
the gravitational potential.'''' Now these arguments res t upon very funda
mental assumptions of general relativity , perhaps even more fundam ental 
than the fi eld equations. So even if a theory should "provide its own 
interpretation ," is it clear that this in any way motivates a preference for 
th e geodesic definitions of th e metri c over th e rod and clock or 
chronometri c definitions? 

Of course it remains true that if we go beyond general relativity to some 
newer theories, say by going to an affine but non-Riemannian space-time, 
we shall still be able to re tain the geodesic hypotheses intact, but shall no 

longer have any clear place for the chronometric. But since we do not 
know where we shall go from general relativity, is it clear that the EPS 
type formalisms will provide in their "definitions" the real "fixed point" 
propositions in our future scientifi c changes, and that the chronometri c: 
formalizations will not? The most we can say is that EPS formali zations are 
one proposal for a formalization bes t suited for the future evolution of 
science. If we adopt th em we are implicitly assuming that in an y fut11r" 
change we shall take the association of light ray and free particle motion 
with the geodesic structure of space-time to remain correct; or, ii" we thi11k 
the geodesic hypotheses are only " matte rs of convention ," that w" shall 
retain these conventional choices or re tain this " mann<'r ol"s1H'aki11g. ·· Bui 

it really is not clear, and cannot be until we have our 1"11t11n· sl'i<'IH'<'. 1hal 
we shall not instead hold fast to th<· proposilions asso"iali11g rods ""~ 
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clocks with inte rvals as the invariant "truths" or "conventions" or "ways of 
speaking." 

Whatever one thinks of the EPS , as opposed to the chronometric, 
method of formalizing general relativity , it is still useful to contrast the 
arguments given above in favor of the EPS formalization with some argu
ments we gave earlier in favor of Robb's "definitions" of the metric. For 
the rationales diffe r in a ve ry important way. The p1imary argument in 
favor of Robb's "definition" of the metrie-and this was Robb's argu
ment- is that it was made in completely "nonconventional" terms, using, 

as it did , only the allegedly totally nonconventional notion of causal con
nectibility as a primitive . Now, as we have seen, the causal-inertial defini
tion of the metric throws away this advantage altogethe r. The metric so 
denned is at least as "conventional" as a metric established using trans

ported rods and clocks. 
Rather, the argument for th e causal-ine rtial method is a "scientifi c" 

one. This definition is more " natural" and bette r sui ted for anticipated 
future theorizing than is the chronometric method. Whether or not we 
believe there are good "scientific" reasons for preferring a causal-ine rtial 

formalization of general relativity to a rods-and-clocks or to a chronomet
ric formali zation , we should clearly realize that the grounds for preference 
being alleged here are of a very different nature from the "philosophical" 
gro unds offered by Robb and by others in favor of his causal theory of the 

metric. 

D. Causal Theori es of Topology 

I have frequently promised the reader that I would return to some 
crucial questions about the relationship of causal connectibility and topol
ogy. If, as we have seen, a causal theory of the metric is impossible in 
general relativity , and correct only in a very weak sense given in the case 
of Minkowski space-time, is it still possible to hold to a causal theory of 
the topology of space-time in any inte resting sense? And if, as we have 
seen, th e re is no escaping accusations of conventionality with regard to 
1·lJt• me tric of space-t ime, is there any interesting sense in which we can at 
l .. ast daim that the topology of space-time is in no way a matter of conven-
1 ion ? 

Tiu · lloliliia11 associalio11 ol" l'a11 sa ll y defi ned f1·atmes with metric fea
t11n ·s hn ·aks dow n Olll'(' w1· l< ·avt· Mi11kowski spat·t·- ti111 <'. B11t what about 
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the coextensiveness, in Minkowski space-tim e, of the causall y defined 

Al exandroff topology with th e manifold topology? Does that association 
hold up in all space-times compatible with general re lativity? If so, does 
thi s support the plausibility of a causal theory of the topology of space
tim e? 

It is now known that the Alexand roff topology will not, in fact , coincide 
with the usual manifold topology in all those space-times that satisfy th e 
usual requirements imposed on space-times by general re lativity. On e 
can be sure that the two "topologies" wi ll coincide only if the strong 
causality condition holds in the space-time . The strong causalil'y condition 
holds in a space-time if for every point/! of th e space-time and for eve1y 
ne ighborhood of/) , the re is a neighborhood of/! contained in the given 
neighborhood which no nonspacelike curve inte rsects more than once. 
Strong causality holds if the space-time has no "almos t closed" causal 
(l ightlike or tim elike) curves. If strong causality is violated , on e can con
struct space-times in which th e Alexandroff and the man ifold topologies 
will not be identical. :1-1 

O ne inte res ting ques tion is: should we, as a matte r of principle, exclude 

from the realm of reasonable physical poss ibilities space- times with al
mos t dosed causal cu1ves; or should we, rathe r, admit them as real physi
ca l possibilities? For our purposes the fo llowing question is more impor
tant: do causall y pathological space- times that have almost closed causal 
cmves b lock the possibility of a philosophic.illy satisfacto ry causal theory 
of topology? 

An affirmative answer to the secon<l question is argued in this way: if a 
causal theory of topology is correct , we should be ab le to de te rmine th e 
topology of th e space-time using causal connectibili ty alone . But if we do 
this in the plausibl e way by taking th e causally defined topology to be the 
Alexandroff topology, th en if th e re are almost closed causal cu rves in the 
space- time, th e topology we attribute to it on the causal bas is will not be 
th e usual manifold topology. And isn't this latte r wha t we wish ed to 
causally define? 

As David Malament has pointed out to me, th e ex istence of closed 
causal cu1ves , or even of any two distinct events .r and !/ that cause <'ad1 
othe r, not only forces a discrepancy be tween thl' Al< ·x:111droff and thl' 
manifold topology, but blocks any plausible att<·mpl al "m rr sa ll y d< ·fi rrin ~ .. 

the manifold topology. For if the manili>ld topolo~y is ddi 1 ... d hy "" ""i'I 
relationships it m11 st he pr<'S<'rVt'd 111ult•r a11)1 <'a 11 sa l a11l o111Drpl1i .'\ 111 of ll1t · 
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space-time onto itse lf; i. e., all such causal automorphisms must be 
homeomorphisms with respect to the manifold topology. But consider the 

mapping which takes x into IJ and IJ into x and leaves all other points the 
same. By the transitivity of causation it will be a causal automorphism; but 
it will certainly not be continous in the manifold topology. The hopeless
ness of a program of causal definability in general is made even more 
manifest when we reflect on the fact that the re are space-times in which 
every eve nt is causally connected to every other event and to itself. 

On the other hand, it is interes ting to note that we can, by causal 
observation alone, de termine whether or not the Alexandroff topology 
does in fact coincide with the manifold topology. 

The causal theory of the topology seems to be foundering on the shoals 
of space-times with almost closed causal curves, just as the causal theory 
of the metric foundered on the rocks of space- times that were not Min
kowskian . Now in our critique of the causal .theory of the metric in Min
kowski space-times we had to look at non-Minko~skian space-times. But 
since space-times with almost closed causal curves are themselves com
patible with general relativity; we can attack the causal theory of topology 
within general re lativity by using its own space-time models. 

In discussing the causal theory of the metric in M inkowski space-time 
we showed that even if space-time were believed by us to be Minkow
skian, we would be skeptical of any causal theory of the metric that went 
beyond the me re de facto coextensionality of some causall y · defin able 
notions and the metric notions and asserted some 'lawlike, analytic, or 

necessary connection between the notions. A similar line of reasoning 
he re would lead us to assert, I think , that even if space-time had no almost 

closed causal curves , th e coincidence of the causal Alexandroff topology 
with the topology of the space-time would just be a "matte r of fact ," and 
not a lawlike, analytic, or necessary truth. 

We can see some of these points "in action" if we look at Woodhouse's 
interes ting program for formalizing the causal and diffe ren ti able structure 
of space-time. '15 He wishes to develop the s tructure of space-time a bit at a 
time on the basis of axioms that have "simpl e and intuitively obvious 

physica l inte rpre ta tions." Furthe r, he wishes to put the topology and 
diffe ren tial strncture on firs t since this will provide us with a method for 
characte ri zing singulariti es in th e space-tim e, the notion of singu larity be
i ug cssc11lially norune lric , wi thout pres upposing th e whol e metric 
sln1et11rc. 
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Woodhouse wants to consider only space-times that have no almost 
closed causal curves. How does he do this? H e introduces as primitive the· 
set of events and particles. The particles, once again corresponding intui
tively to possible paths of free particles, -are assumed to be one
dimensional subsets of M, the set of events that have .a continuous struc
ture and are homeomorphic to the real line. So closed timeiike lines are 
excluded ab initio. Using the topology of the particles, built into the 
primitives, it is possible to introduce an axiom equivalent to assuming the 
space-time to be free of almost dosed causal curves. Having done this, 
one can introduce the Alexandroff topology and take it as the topology of 
the space-time . The topology so defined induces the already assumed 
topology on the particles, and as we shall see later, has other "vi rtues" as 
well. The important thing to note here is the necessity to first assume 
some· topological property as a primitive in one's formalization before a 
"causal" introduction of th e full topology even becomes possible . 

Even if the possibility of space-times with almost closed causal curves 
had not occurred to us , I think we could sti ll have some reason to be 
cautious in accepting a causal theory of topology. In considering earlier 
definitions of the metric we asked the question whether the definitions in 
a particular formalization could be considered right or wrong. If they 
could-if there were some criterion of rightness or wrongness for some 
"definitions"-we saw that one might hesitate to call these "definitions" 
really definitions. For it seemed that we had some check on the correct
ness of the correlations asserted by the "definitions,;; and this suggested 
either that these "definitions'; were factual propositions, or at least that 
we had some other notion of the meaning of the defined expression in 
mind. Thus if we can say that Xis or is not correctly defined by Y, it would 
seem that we already had some notion of what X meant. 

We also saw that in looking at causal "Clefinitions" of the topology even 
in the case of Minkowski space-time, more than one such causally defina
ble " topology" would be constructed. It then became a ques tion of which 
"topology" was the topology of the space-time. Once again, what criteria 
could we use to judge this if our ollly notion of a topology was that which 
the causal "definition" introduced? 

In the case of causal topologies for Minkowski space- tim e, for example, 
Zeeman was careful to indicate that his causal topology, although it dil~ 
fered from the usual Alexandroff-and hence from the usual manifold; 
topology, did , like the more standard topology, incluc" ti,.. usual tlm ·1·-
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dimensional Euclidean topology on spacelike hypersurfaces and the usual 
one-dimensional real line topology on time axes. If a causal topology did 
not do that, would we even consider it as the "right" topology for Min
kowski space-time? 

Woodhouse also takes as a check on the "correctness' ' of the Alexandroff 
topology the fact that it induces back on the particles the initial topology 
presupposed for them , that of the real line. Further he shows this: if a 
sequence of events, x,,, converges to some given event, x, in the Alexan
droff topology, and if pis a particle through x, then the time interval (on p) 
needed to travel from p to x,. and then back to p goes to zero as n goes to 
infinity. So, he says, there is "an obvious physical interpretation of the 
convergence. 

Pe rhaps the following is suggested by these points: we may not really 
have any a priori idea of what the full topology of space-time should be. 
Witness the difficulty of trying to decide whether the correct topology for 
Minkowski space-time should be the Alexandroff or the Zeeman. But we 
do believe we have a primitive idea of what a continuous particle motion , 
and hence a continuous timelike line, is. Whatever topology we impose, 
causally or otherwise, on the space-time, we can judge it to be correct or 
incorrect depending on whether or not it induces on the particle paths the 
continuous topology we had in mind in the first place. 

This suggests that if anything is a "nonconventional" fact about the 
space-time, it is whether a given timelike connected set of events is 
continuous or not . So at least that topological notion should be a p1imitive 
in any formalization. And, of course, once we have this , the notion of a 
genidentical particle can be introduced by defining a genidentical particle 
to be a continuous timelike world-line. Thus while a causal theory of 
topology seems ruled out, at least if we are going to allow ourselves to 
countenance space-times with almost closed causal curves as intelligible 
(we need not believe them physically possible for the argument against 
the causal definition of topology to apply as an argument against the causal 
"definitions" being analytic or necessary, at least), perhaps some vers ion 
of a topological theory of causal connectedness is in order. 

What I am sugges ting is that in any full formalization of a space-time 
th eory the notion of a continuous particle path will be assumed as a 
primitive. Like h1cts about tlH' ineidence or nonincidence of even ts , facts 
abo11t tl11 · ('01lti1111ity or particlt • palhs will I .... in lkid1e11hach·s te rminol
ogy, ·«·lt· 1111 ·11lary fad .«" l11 s11h1r as w1• tak1 · asp1Tls or our ll11·ory lo ht• 
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conventional, in any of the senses of that much abused term, incidence 
and continuity of particles will be "nonconventional" consequences of a 
theory. 

I do not know what makes a term primitive. I have already expressed 
my doubts that "direct apprehensibility" will be the criterion, because, 
again following Reichenbach , this might force us to take our primitives as 
"items of subjective awareness" and lock us forever behind the veil of 
perception. All I am suggesting here is that if some notions are primitive, 
at least one topological notion , that of continuity of a possible particle 
path, should be one of them. 36 

VIII. Ontological Questions 

The questions discussed in this paper have been primarily epistemolog
ical and semantic: how do we know what space-time is like? To what 
ex tent is this a matter of convention? How do the terms of the theory of 
space-time get their meanings, and what are these meanings? To what 
ex tent can alleged definitions of terms be criticized and judged right or 
wrong? Let me make a few brief ontological remarks before I conclude. 

Suppose we accepted some definition in a space-time formalization , 
taking it that to be an "X" meant to be a ''Y." What wo~ld this say 
·about the reality of"X's" or their "ontological reducibility" to 'Ys"? Sup
pose, for example, we define ' timelike geodesic' as 'path of a free particle.' 
What does this say about the reality of timelike geodesics, or about the 
reducibility ontologically of space-time entities to material particles? 
Notice that in most formali zations in which such a definition would ap
pear, it is usually taken for granted that the world is full of particles; 
essentially we act as though every timelike geodesic was actuall y 
trave rsed by some actual free particle . 

But, of course, in the real world we do not believe this. What we reall y 
believe, if we accept thi s definition , is that every timelike geodesic is the 
path of some possible free particle. So instead of saying "X is a timelikc 
geodesic if it is the set of events occupied by the hi story of some freo 
pa1ticle," we should really say that "X is a timelike geodesic if it is th e set 
of space-time locations that could be the locations of th e events constih1t·
ing the history of some free particle." 

Unless we want a metaphysics repl ete with "perman ent poss ihilitfo., of 
location," ungrounded on any actual loeations that mighl h1 · oe<'upi1•d liy 
events but just an· not , th!' ualmal way lo 1111dc ·rs ta11cl lids is iu a ·""'·' l11u -
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tivalist, not a relationist , ontology of space-time. Just because we believe 
that the meaning of 'Y' is definable in terms of 'X,' where Y's are space
time entities and X's material events , and just because we believe that our 
only epistemic access to Y's is through X's, we are not committing our
selves to relationism and eschewing a realistic and substantivalistic theory 
of the metaphysics of space-time. 

IX. Facts, Conve ntions , and Assumptions 
in Theorizing and Formalizing 

I suppose all but the most adamant a priorist would admit that we must 
rely upon observational facts in deciding, on a scientific basis , what the 
space-time of the world is like. Insofar as we at least seem to theorize 
beyond the realm of pure obse rvational testability, we shall be open to the 
suggestion that we must make conventional assumptions as well , al
though , of course, dispute will arise over whether or not these conven
tions are merely "trivial semantic conventions" or whe the r they are "real 
ehoices unconstrained by observational data"; and over whether or not we 

have grounds beyond the observational data for making the choices in a 
rational rather than merely conventional way. 

Many people would now admit, I believe, that more is needed as well. 
For, they would agree , before our decision-making apparatus can even 
begin to make use of the factual and conventional mate rial we feed it, we 
must add a number of theoretical assumptions about just what theoretical 
options we consider open as real possibilities for being a correct theory of 
lhe world. 

My aim in this paper has been to argue that the choice of formali zation 
of' a theory is replete with scientific and philosophical consequences. For 
lhis reason , we must utilize our full resources in determining facts by 
ohs .. 1ving, making conventional choices, and acting within a framework of 
assumed theoretical options in order to choose a formalization that is 
ralional on scientific and philosophical grounds. 

Our characte rization of te rms as primitive or defined, and our charac
lc ·rizalion of' consequences as definitional or postulational , are decisions 
lhal implicitly reveal our be li efs about the limits of observational testabil
it y of' lhcories and about th e abi lity of theori es to outrun these limits in 
tl1e ·ir coute nt ; our ideas ahoul tile' n1 eanings of theoretical te rms , how they 
urc· fixt ·cl. a11 cl l1 ow il1e ·y d1a11gc·; a11cl om vic 'Ws abo ut th e plaee of the 
lh.,ory li1n1111lizc·cl holh i11 the • hi slori m l C'out1•.xt of tl1e · 1l11·orics which 
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preceded it and from which it evolved and in the assumed future science 
which, we anticipate, will perhaps evolve from it under pressure of new 
obseivation and new theorizing. 

Given that so much hinges upon the formalization we do choose, we 
should not be surprised to find that this choice is no trivial matter, but one 
that requires the full utilization of our bes t available scientifi c and 
philosophical methodology. If formalizing is to be more than mere 
"logicifying," it is theorizing, and demands, if it is to be done adequately, 
the full resources need ed for theorizing in general. 
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2.7·1 

-----PETER G. BERGMANN-----

Geometry and Observab'les 

These remarks a re intentionally brief and semioutline in form . The 
opinions expressed are expected to be controversial , at least in part. 

1. Th e Concept of Obse 1vable 

The notion of obseivable is to be understood within both classical (i.e., 

nonquantum) and quantum phys ical theori es. As long as the dynamical 
laws obey a stri ct and formal Cauchy principle-i.e., as long as Cauchy 
data at one time are sufficient to predict (or retrodict) unequivocally 
(expectation) values of all dynamical variables-th e notions of dynamical 

va1iable and obseivable are coincident. It is assumed, of course, that 
within the conceptual fram ework of th e theory, predicted quantities a re 
in p1inciple obseivable as well . 

The ._data given usuall y provide information concerning not only the 
overall (hypothesized) physica l situation , but also the (Galilean or 
Lorentz) fram e of reference. By implication , instruments used for obser
vation can be placed within thi s fram e. This remark is nontrivial in that it 
makes sense only for invariance g roups that are Lie groups (finite
climensional groups) or, more generally, groups that permit the fixation of 
the fram e of reference once and for all by means of information provided 

on a Cauchy surface (at one time). Groups such as the Bondi-Me tzner
Sachs g roup , although not Lie groups, are included. 

With respect to so-called gauge groups , the situation is fundam entally 
diffe rent . For the purpose of thi s discussion I define a gauge group as a 
group that involves arbitrary functions of the time (ordinaril y as well as of 
tl11· spatial) coordinates, so that no Cauchy data given at one time provide 
s1dlicit•nt inlimnation to fix the dynami cal variables at any other time a 
Ii nil< · dislanc!' away. For inslan c!', with ordinary gauge transformations of 
1111 · s!'co1HI kind. tit!' valt11· 0L111 t•lt •dro11 1t1gn t> tic potential off th e Cauchy 

N1 rn:: l'n •pan ·d f; , .. 1111 · 1·011l (· 11 ·1w1 · "Al 1.,0\1111· 111111 ll1 ·luli n11:d TIH ·o riPs o l' Sp :1(·(' and Sp:m.:•· 
T11111 · , ' 1\11tlm ·1· 1 C:1·11l 1·1 nl' l \u , ln 11 1111h·1•1\l l v . J111w 1117·1. 
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